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MARCH 1 , 1971 .

HON. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON ,

Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare

Washington , D.C. 20201

DEAR MR. SECRETARY : When your predecessor, Secretary Finch, along

with Assistant Secretary Butler, suggested the formation of this Task Force,

they recommended that we devote our energies to the problems facing the

Nation's system of higher education in the 1970's . In analyzing these prob

lems we concentrated on how well the functioning of that system matched

the public interest.

Task Force members were chosen on the basis of their ability to think

about conventional problems in unconventional ways. We agreed that no

member would represent any constituency and that we would not expect to

be unanimous on any issue. (We were surprised to find we were largely in

agreement despite our diverse backgrounds.)

We also chose a novel form of organization. In order that each member

night pursue ideas independently, each had the opportunity to have his own

staff. The staff work was done almost entirely by students and interns

Pamela Booth, William Brownson , Suanne Brooks, Philip Henderson , Solo

mon Honig, Robert Johnston, Richard Levine, Jane Lynn, Ellen Maslow ,

Grady McGonagill, Earl Mellor, Sina Morgan, Lawrence Pipes, Richard

Rodriguez, Gordon Strauss, Anne Trebilcock, Sylvia L. Hack, Anne Hopkins,

and Judith S. Hozore.

Among many other advantages, this organization allowed us to meet with

literally hundreds of students, faculty, and administrators. From the best

known educators to the least known students, everyone we asked was remark

ably generous with time and ideas.

When we arrived at that difficult point where speculative ideas had to be

translated into a specific report, we were fortunate to have the help of

Christopher Cross, Charles Lichenstein, and Laurence Lynn .

The Task Force was established with both encouragement and funding

from the Ford Foundation .

Attached is a copy of our report for your consideration.a

FRANK NEWMAN, Stanford University

WILLIAM CANNON, University of Chicago

* STANLEY CAVELL, Harvard University

AUDREY COHEN, College for Human Services

RUSSELL EDGERTON, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

JAMES GIBBONS, Stanford University

MARTIN KRAMER, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

JOSEPH RHODES, Harvard University

ROBERT SINGLETON, University of California, Los Angeles

* Resigned in May, 1970.
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FOREWORD

Few people realize how welcome to a Secretary of the Department of

Health, Education, and Welfare are fresh insights into problems and social

trends affecting education . Without them no Secretary can adequately per

form his role of public leadership or make intelligent choices about priorities

among programs within the Department. Yet unfortunately fresh ideas are

all too difficult to come by.

I am luckier than most Secretaries in this regard because my predecessor,

Robert Finch, inspired an unusual amount of creative activitiy within and

outside the Department . This report is one of his legacies.

The report is an unusual document. It is provocative without being irre

sponsible; unconventional without making a fetish of being so ; blunt and

critical, yet clearly written by individuals who are higher education " insiders”

deeply committed to their profession. If my own reading is a guide, it will

offer many others insights which will become recognizable in terms of their

own experiences .

The report asserts that our colleges and universities are not fully serving

the educational needs of an expanding population of students and raises the

interesting issue as to whether higher education need be academic education .

It questions the trend toward the growth of large multicampus public systems

of higher education and provides disturbing signs that individual campuses

are losing their autonomy and their sense of mission . It points out how ex

clusive our colleges are , and demonstrates the value of extending higher

education off -campus and into homes, neighborhood centers, and places of

work. Yet it identifies these and other problems in higher education without

making scapegoats of anyone. Citizens, employers, and governments are held

as accountable as college presidents, faculties, and students.

The Task Force decided to concentrate on stating what the problems in

higher education are and what general directions should be taken, rather

than making specific recommendations addressed solely to the Federal

Government. The report therefore is as much addressed to the State capitols,

foundations, colleges and universities, and families concerned about higher

education as it is to those of us in Washington. I found this, too, an unusual

and welcome perspective.
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Commissioner Marland and I believe that the report is as significant a

statement on higher education as we have seen. We desire to make it avail

able as a vehicle for widespread discussion and debate, and are therefore

taking steps to publish and disseminate it through the Office of Education .

I would like not only to commend the Task Force for its effort, but also

to call attention to the way the study was conducted. Mr. Newman and the

other members had full- time jobs while undertaking this study and worked

without a central staff or substantial resources. They began without fanfare,

worked without any direction or gruarantee of recognition, and wrote a

report to please no one but themselves. I suspect this unconventional way of

proceeding has something to do with the originality of their product.

a

Icon . Richardson

Secretary.
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PREFACE

Several commissions have examined the state of higher education within

the past few years. Their recommendations, ranging from expanding com

munity colleges to spending more for research in the graduate schools, are

intended to strengthen and extend the existing system .

We have taken a different approach . We believe that it is not enough to

improve and expand the present system . The needs of society and the diver

sity of students now entering college require a fresh look at what " going to

college” means.

As we have examined the growth of higher education in the postwar

period , we have seen disturbing trends toward uniformity in our institutions,

growing bureaucracy, overemphasis on academic credentials, isolation of

students and faculty from the world—a growing rigidity and uniformity of

structure that makes higher education reflect less and less the interests of

society.

Rather than allow these trends to continue, means must be found to create

a diverse and responsive system. We must enlarge our concepts of who can

be a student, and when, and what a college is . We need many alternate

paths to an education .

Why has there been so little attention devoted to these problems?

Many of the most important studies have written about higher educa

tion in terms of needs of institutions. Less attention has been paid to

the problems as seen by students, or by the society which must support

higher education .

The most prestigious colleges and universities have received most of

the attention . The difficulties of the less selective institutions, which

are more severe, have largely been ignored.

There is a widespread assumption that the responsibility of the system

is to provide opportunities for successful students, rather than insuring

an exciting and useful education for every student at every step .

a

The Impact of the New Student

It is still common to think of the typical college entrant as the student who

has done well in high school and is excited by the prospect of college. We
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expect that he will enjoy college life, be generally successful in his studies,

and, with reasonable luck, go on to graduate school .

Yet the colleges and universities must now serve a whole new range of

students . More young people now graduate from high school and more of

these go on to college . Gradually, the public has come to assume that
every

one who wants to go to college should be able to do so .

With today's more diverse student body, there may be no such thing as a

" typical” entering student. If there is , he is a member of the majority who

enter but never graduate. He did only moderately well in high school. Pres

sured by his parents, concerned about the credential he needs for better job

opportunities, and swept along by the general assumptions of his peers, he

enters a nearby community college or a large 4 -year college. His hopes that

this will be a significantly different and more exciting experience than his

high school studies soon vanish . Within 6 months he has dropped out . His

main gain is the name of an institution that he can put in the space on the

application form where it says "College attended

Not only must the system serve students of much more diverse back

grounds, but many students as well whose expectations of college are chang

ing. In part, this results from the profound social changes under way in

the United States ( and in much of the world ) . This social change is char

acterized by a questioning of traditional assumptions, by a loosening of social

constraints , and by a pushing against inhibitions everywhere. Universities and

colleges have found themselves directly in the path of this revolution , and

have been the first to feel its effects. Students want the university as their

champion and their target, simultaneously .

While large numbers of students have found traditional academic pro

grams uncongenial , a great many others find that the university or college

community represents a life style of great appeal . Many, including numbers

of the best students, view the outside world with deepening suspicion and

hostility . Some stretch out their programs, others drop out but remain

clustered in the shadow of the university . Rather than considering the

university as an educational center, these students see it as a haven .

The process of change in the student body is far from complete. A vast

range of potential students remains outside. Despite the growth in the pro

portion of the population going to college, traditional and artificial limits

persist as to when in a person's life he may be a college student, and as to

what type of person meets the established requirements. Minorities are still

underrepresented . Women are openly discriminated against. Arbitrary re

strictions and a lack of imaginative programs limit the opportunities for those

of beyond the normal college age and of those for whom attendance at a

conventional campus is impractical.

a

a
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The Need for New Ways of Going to College

Behind the comforting statistics of growth are uncomfortable signs that

the present system has failed to adapt. It provides for neither differing in

stitutions nor differing styles of learning. Moreover, we have been losing the

limited diversity that has existed .

The modern academic university has, like a magnet, drawn all institutions

toward its organizational form , until today the same teaching method, the

same organization by disciplines, and the same professional academic train

ing for faculty are nearly universal. The shortcomings of the academic

university as a model for all other institutions have been obscured by the

dazzling success of the best known examples.

Not only is one campus more and more like the next, but increasing

numbers of campuses are parts of larger systems. As the only institutions

capable of expanding rapidly enough to meet the postwar demand, public

multicampus systems have grown rapidly, until today they dominate higher

education . Without quite realizing it, the States have built bureaucracies

that threaten the viability and autonomy of the individual campus.

We believe that there is a compelling need for new approaches to higher

education — not only new types of colleges with new missions, but also new

patterns of going to college. Only when basic changes occur will many

segments of the American population find attendance at college a useful

learning experience. The creation of new types of institutions, valuable in

themselves, will have a second benefit— their competition can be an

important pressure for reform of the existing institutions.

The Limits of Present Reform

The 1950's and 1960's were decades of unprecedented development and

remarkable accomplishment in American higher education. There was a

vast growth in numbers of students, faculty members, and facilities. Access

to college widened steadily. Inequality of opportunity among economic

classes and ethnic groups, long a factor preventing social mobility, was at

last widely recognized as a national concern , and steps were taken toward

correction. Greater opportunity was accorded each undergraduate to influ

ence his own curriculum . Graduate education developed a level of scholarly

excellence that became the envy of the world .

The value to the United States, and, in fact, the world , of the great liberal

arts and science centers, of students absorbed in studies for the sake of those

studies alone, of scholarship and research in every field cannot be doubted.

But these achievements should not cause us to blunt our criticisms. It is

precisely because of the success of American higher education that our Task

Force has felt more searching inquiry and more fundamental reform are

needed, lest we attempt to meet the future with only the plans from the
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past. It is because of its strength and vitality that our system can safely

undertake change.

There has been reform , and its pace has been accelerated by the advent

of student protest and the demands of minority groups. However, virtually

all postwar reforms have been based on the assumption that growth, inner

diversification of curriculums, and changes in governance will provide the

needed solutions.

We are convinced that the probable success of these kinds of reform is

limited, for they leave unaffected the institutionalized past decisions as to

what higher education is all about. The system, with its massive inertia,

resists fundamental change, rarely eliminates outmoded programs, ignores

the differing needs of students, seldom questions its educational goals, and

almost never creates new and different types of institutions.

The forces that shape the system of higher education are powerful and

subtle. The overemphasis on the college degree as a credential, the struggle

for prestige within the academic world, the resistance of bureaucracy, the

limitations of present methods of funding all play a significant role.

How will new forms of learning and new institutions arise in the face of

these pressures? What will make higher education more likely to reflect the

real needs of the society it serves rather than its own internal interests?

We believe that only an intensive national effort can bring about sufficient

change before the present opportunities for serious reform are lost.
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1. THE PARADOX OF ACCESS

In higher education, growth has been used traditionally as a measure of

progress. The number of students entrolled , the number of institutions in

existence, and the amount of money being spent on higher education all

indicate remarkable growth .

Between 1955 and 1965, the number of high school graduates increased

more than 85 percent ; the number of those graduates going on to college

increased 110 percent.' Today more than half of our young people enter

college; yet 20 years ago less than 25 percent entered.2

In the last two decades the total number of institutions of higher educa

tion has increased from 1,850 to nearly 2,500, and average enrollment

has doubled.4

3

6

Total higher education outlays, public and private, have been increasing

at two -and -one -half times the rate of increase in the Gross National

Product — which has itself grown nearly fourfold since 1950.5

The common plea of educators is that this growth be nurtured until we

reach the goal of access to a college education for every young American , a

goal finally within reach in several States.

Yet access alone does not automatically lead to a successful education . It

measures only the exposure of a particular age group to whatever educational

institutions there are , and not the equality of the experience they are likely

to find there . When the Task Force looked behind the growth statistics, they

were found to mask a major phenomenon : the surprisingly large and growing

number of students who voluntarily drop out of college.

Table 1 summarizes estimates of graduation rates by type of institution .

These figures indicate that of the more than one million young people

who enter college each year, fewer than half will complete 2 years of study,

and only about one - third will ever complete a 4 -year course of study . For

example: at the University of Texas no more than 30 percent of entering

students graduate in 4 years; after a 5th year the total is still less than 50

percent. The California State College system recently reported that, as an

average for all campuses, only 13 percent of entering freshmen graduate in

7
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4 years from the college they enter ; the highest was 17 percent, the lowest

only 8 percent.
9

Table 1. – Variation in graduation rates according to selectivity of institutions

Percentage

of students

graduating
within 4 years

at initial

institution

Percentage

graduating
wi 10

years at some

institution

1st- time

full -time

enrollments,

fall 1969

Percentage of

all Ist -time,

full -time

enrolleesType of institution

80-85 90-95 20, 000 1

Fifteen most selec

tive private

universities..

Large State

universities..

State colleges .

Public junior

colleges ....

1535-45

15-25

60–70

35-50

239, 000

322, 000 21

1 20-25 2 15–30 457, 000
29

1 Graduation from the 2 - year program in a 2 -year period.

2 Graduation with a 4 -year degree after transfer .

NOTE . — Remaining categories of institutions are: less selective private universities

( 73,000 first - time enrollees, or 5% ) ; 4 -year private colleges (266,000 first - time enrollees,

or 17% ) ; 2-year private colleges (55,000 first- time enrollees, or 4% ) ; and small State

universities ( 116,000 enrollees, or 7% ), or a total of 1.55 million first- time, full-time

enrollees.

>

The Significance of “ Dropping Out”

“ Dropping out” is a pejorative term , and, we think, unfortunately so .

Individuals should be able to " drop in " and "drop out” of college without

social stigma. Indeed, we feel that many students are too reluctant to leave

college, and that “hanging on” and “ drifting " are themselves major prob

lems in higher education .

Yet the fact that enormous numbers of students do drop out is an index

of utmost significance, and, we believe, an index which has escaped public

notice and educational debate. Laymen are generally astonished to hear

that most students who attend college never finish . Educators themselves

are often surprised when confronted with the numbers involved . But more

importantly, both laymen and educators assume that to the extent " dropping

out ” is a problem , it is an individual, not an educational, problem . Girls

wish to marry, boys want to get jobs, and "many students are not suited

for college,” anyway.

This view is at best only half -true. Many students do leave college for

personal reasons, such as shortage of money or the desire to get a job .
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But the majority of dropouts cite dissatisfaction with college and the desire

to reconsider personal goals and interests as the major reasons for leaving

school.10 After reviewing the studies on dropping out and interviewing

scores of students, we are convinced that " dropouts " reveal an educational

problem of considerable proportions. College is failing to capture the at

tention and engage the enthusiasm of many students. For some, it is a

decidedly negative experience.

What makes this problem so acute is that the great expansion in higher

education in recent years has been in just those institutions where dropout

rates are the highest — in so-called unselective institutions. Selective institu

tions have rigorous admission procedures that, in effect, screen in only

those who are likely to succeed. At such institutions, “ dropping out” occurs

in advance of admissions.

In interpreting these findings, we can assume that society fulfills its obli

gation simply by providing the opportunity for as many as possible to enter

college. Success cannot and should not be guaranteed. High dropout rates

are not inconsistent with our commitment to broad access, but rather reflect

the maintenance of rigorous academic standards and our insistence that a

college degree represent real achievement.

Or we can assume that society's obligation ( and its own self - interest, as

well ) is to provide more than just the chance to walk through the college

gate that there must also be access to a useful and personally significant

educational experience.

These two assumptions by no means exclude each other. Some dropouts,

for example, are flunk -outs; some clearly are not, or need not be, within

alternative teaching -learning formats. Some who drop out may indeed never

have been " college material” in the first place. But in the absence of some

specification of what is meant by “ college," the question must be asked

whether different and differing types of colleges would meet student needs

more effectively than do the present forms. In the few examples we have

found in which the college format has been adapted to meet the needs of a

particular group of students who would normally have had a high attrition

rate , strikingly lower dropout rates have resulted. 11 In a broader formulation,

the question is really what kind of a total “ system ” of higher education this

Nation wants .

a
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2. THE LOCKSTEP

While hundreds of thousands of students leave college because they find it

disappointing, hundreds of thousands more enter and stay in when they

might better serve their interests and aspirations elsewhere. Strong pres

sures in our society, some old, others recent, keep students in an academic

lockstep of steadily longer duration elementary school, high school, col

lege, and graduate schools in unbroken succession .

These pressures take various forms:

Parents' attitudes, which reflect their own social mores rather than

thoughtful assessment of the students' needs

The pressure of competition with peers, reinforced by the advice and

expectations of faculty and admissions deans

The knowledge that the opportunity for college entrance is perishable,

a matter of now or never

The social stigma attached to dropping out

The skepticism of employers toward any résumé that fails to show a

bachelor's degree earned at about age 22

The desire to avoid the draft.1

As a consequence, going to college does not necessarily reflect a conscious

decision to pursue a course of study or prepare for a caree ; it is a socially

conditioned reflex . Those particularly turned off by the college they enter

solve the problem by dropping out or drifting. But large numbers stay in, thus

becoming " involuntary " students.

a

a

The Effects of Isolation

The longer students remain in the academic atmosphere, the more some

become dependent upon it because it is the only life they know. With the

exception of summer jobs, most young people in college have no first -hand

knowledge of any occupation save that of being a student. A great deal of

student concern about the relevance of their education can be attributed

to their isolation. Many, perhaps most, students lack the experience and

sense of adult roles that would help them to see how courses can be relevant.
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The lack of outside experience is beginning to have serious self-reinforcing

effects on educational institutions . Colleges are staffed more and more by

recent young graduates who have largely gone from kindergarten straight

through to their first major jobs entirely within the framework of the edu

cational system. ? There was a time when most faculty could be counted on

to provide students with a perspective that extended beyond the limits of

the campus . No longer is this the rule. And the loss of such a perspective rein

forces the isolation of the academic community.

Part -time and summer jobs for students only partially diminish their isola

tion. Work -study programs create the illusion that the world of work is being

brought into the campus experience. On examination, however, most part

time student jobs at residential institutions turn out to be on campus in spirit,

if not in fact. Many of them involve make-work, and rarely do they result in

a genuine appreciation of the way adult society operates. In the case of

graduate students, the availability of stipends and assistanceships approach

ing the full costs of tuition plus expenses has increased steadily since World

War II ; at the same time pressures have mounted to complete the graduate

degree without the interruption of work experience . Cutbacks in graduate

assistance of the last 2 or 3 years are bound to change the pattern , but in

ways that are not yet clear.

5

Gliding Past Career Choices

The sum of all these circumstances leaves many students unprepared to

make sound career choices. * This problem is less serious in the professions,

e.g., law or medicine, where students probably have an adequate idea of the

nature of the profession. But in many areas, students undertake years of

graduate training in a particular field only to find that they aren't sure why

they've done it, or if it really is what they want for a career . Many students

go into Ph.D. programs in history, for example, principally because they

were " good " in their undergraduate history courses. Students seem now more

than ever to be making major decisions about their lives without knowing

that they are making them .

This gliding past the critical point of career choices has in the past char

acterized the deprived rather than the privileged in our society. This was

the way people decided to be miners or short -order cooks, but it was not the

way those with the best of available educational opportunities chose their

life work.6

Drifters

While student motivation is, and has always been , difficult to measure with

any precision, there seems to be a steady increase in the number of those who

are capable of successful college work, but have little sense of purpose in
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their studies . One aspect of this condition is the phenomenon of drifting

from campus to campus, particularly within large State systems . This is not

to say that all transfer students are " drifters," for clearly there are various

personal and academic reasons that make a certain amount of transferring

necessary and desirable . But what has begun to appear in recent years is a

very different phenomenon indeed .

In a study of the graduating class of 1967 in one major State college sys

tem, 30 percent had attended three colleges and 17 percent had attended

four or more.? Each of these figures represents a 6 percentage -point increase

over 1957. ( Since fewer than a third of the students who enter this system

graduate, these figures represent a conservative estimate of the actual amount

of drifting.)

Our interviews with students who have transferred frequently indicate

that many have little interest in any particular educational objective - either

in learning to think or in education for the future . Their restlessness repre

sents an academic version of the drifter, constantly seeking to be " where

the action is.” 8 Their focus is on enjoyment of their pattern of life as a

present value, to be perpetuated as long as possible . Many follow the same

pattern within a single institution, particularly where admission policies

restrict the opportunity to drift . Much the same attitude is also spreading

within the graduate schools where more students shift from program to

program . A recent study described what could be a similar phenomenon

among young assembly -line workers.10 We may be observing the first signs

of a more general disengagement from the larger society .

Demand for the New Life Style

Parallel to the phenomenon of drifting and compounding the lockstep

pressures are the enormous changes in life style that are taking place, particu

larly among the young . Hair styles and dress are perhaps the most obvious.

signs of this change, drugs the most troublesome. But almost everything in

the student's life is affected — and among the traditional beliefs being chal

lenged is the idea that the purpose of college is to prepare for a career in

the " straight ” world . Rather than accepting the freedom from responsibility

and the group - oriented, uninhibited social life as a temporary phase on the

way to adult responsibilities, some students now value these conditions as

ends in themselves.

Colleges and universities have become the natural centers of the " new

culture . ” Even a small college is a community of 5,000 or so . And a major

university is a city of some 50,000 or even 100,000 ( counting students, faculty,

staff, dependents, and service personnel) where the new life style is the norm .

not the deviation .

"
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A significant number of students not only prefer the campus atmosphere,

but fear and distrust the society whose values they question. Nor is fear

too strong a word, for these students have a deep-rooted apprehension about

their ability to adjust to the larger society — and about the desirability of

doing so. The draft exacerbates these fears. So does the impression that satis

fying jobs will not be available. ( In the graduate schools, this concern is

compounded by the worry that whatever job is available will be in a less

prestigious institution than their present one.) But in the main, the unease

stems from fear that life outside will be dull or even hostile. So students hang

on . They stretch out their programs, go to graduate school, dally over

dissertations, take a postdoctoral position , avoid the future.11

>

Breaking the Lockstep

Some captives of the educational lockstep surely are involuntary ( just

gathering the credentials that society demands ) and some seem to be volun

tary ( out of apprehension of the outside world ) . But, from either perspective,

we believe that a sounder pattern of higher education would positively en

courage an easy , accepted interchange between various modes of learning

some of them on campus, some of them off campus.

The evidence we have of the returning GIs of World War II and, in recent

years, of Peace Corps volunteers indicates that sense of purpose, enjoyment of

studies, appreciation of their relevance, and ability to make career choices

all improve with off -campus experience. With such experience, young people

might lose some of their fear of the larger society, and the society some of its

fear of them .

There are fundamental policy issues involved, as the following questions

suggest :

To what extent should the nation commit itself to increasing the number

of college and university places, and the availability of student aid, if,

by so doing, it provides access to a refuge rather than to an education ?

How can universities and colleges avoid becoming refuges and yet re

main sanctuaries for serious study and reflection ?

And, more importantly :

Can we as a matter of national policy find ways to encourage broader

access to higher education while also encouraging students to join fully

in the life of our society ?
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3. EDUCATIONAL APARTHEID

The very term " college-age population” is exclusionary. It implies that

young people ought to be engaged in higher education from about age 18

( although nearly half are not ) . It also implies that the older students should

be seen as atypical— that they are trespassing on campuses where they don't

belong.

By long tradition, American colleges and universities discriminate against

those who are older than "normal student age ” and those whose established

life and work patterns make returning to a campus difficult if not impos

sible . This exclusion is most pronounced at highly selective private and

public institutions, but, as in so many other respects, these institutions carry

a disproportionate weight throughout the higher education system . Many

institutions have some kind of program of " continuing education ," but

these are generally relegated to third - class status.

The impact of these barriers of time and place falls not only on those who

are excluded . As in other cases of apartheid, the segregationists are also

deprived . Everything we know about education suggests that teaching

and learning are strongly conditioned by peers—that the attitudes and

knowledge of students are formed as much outside class as in . Partly for

this reason , colleges go through elaborate admissions procedures to select

students who are not only able , but balanced in terms of regional, ethnic ,

and social backgrounds. Yet in no case we know of is age a factor. Socially ,

colleges and universities serve to separate—not integrate -- the generations

in American life .

The Need for Continuing Access

Questions of who needs what kinds of education , and when , are im

possible to answer precisely. People mature at different ages and arrive at

the point of wanting to learn by different routes. Some 18 -year -olds are

simply not ready for any further education, and some for whom a con

ventional college education would be suitable are more ready at age 30.

Others with job experience, either before or during or after undergraduate

training, are ready for education that may be broader ranging or may be

more specific and technical than the conventional .
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The critical factor in answering "when " is precisely the one that students

confined by the lockstep most often lack : motivation . The presence of high

motivation is common to the doctor who realizes his training has become

obsolete ; the blue-collar worker who never went to college but whose

aspirations and self - confidence rise ; the welfare mother who has taken

part in a Head Start program and now wants a professional career ; or the

returning serviceman who has found himself and seeks a place in a so

ciety he recognizes as complex.

It is not wholly a matter of subjective change, of course . Society and its

technologies also change. Obsolescence of knowledge has long been recog

nized as a reason for continuing the learning process in technical fields

e.g. , for doctors, engineers, and scientists. In other fields, altogether new

skills may be needed . A police officer may suddenly realize that his career

advancement calls for an understanding of urban sociology or law or

criminal psychology.

Barriers to Entry and Reentry

But realization and motivation are not enough. Immense difficulties must

be overcome . For many, it is nearly impossible to suspend a career in mid

course , forego income, uproot a family, and return to the campus - and

yet, even with the growth of community colleges and university branches,

this is what such a decision often involves. Moreover, many higher edu

cation institutions have unwritten (and sometimes written ) rules on the

maximum age for beginning undergraduate or graduate programs. They

fear that older students will lack the necessary flexibility or, for other

reasons, will be high -risk students. Tests, previous grades, letters of recom

mendation — the staples of admissions — are seen as losing much of their

validity in just a year or two .

There is persuasive evidence that some older students are better risks

than students of normal age. The returning of GIs of World War II, as

we have noted already, are often cited as more serious, organized, and inter

ested than the younger students who preceded and followed them ." Almost

no data are available about the performance of today's returning GIs or

Peace Corps volunteers, but we asked a variety of deans and department

chairmen at selective graduate schools whether, in their opinion , these

recent returnees made better students than their younger counterparts.

The answer was a unanimous yes. But many of the respondents admitted

that they still discriminated in favor of the student with a fresh bachelor's

degree. This discrimination was, if anything, most pronounced in the hu

manities and social sciences, despite the fact that the higher motivation

of the returnee might be an obvious antidote to overall dropout rates that

often exceed 50 percent in such fields of study. ?

>
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One reason commonly given for refusing older students is the shortened

potential career for which their training will be used, in effect raising the

costs of education . Medical school, with internship and residency require

ments stretching 3 to 6 years beyond the M.D. , is the most extreme example.

But, even here, an entirely different approach is possible: to shorten the

length of graduate training ( on the Case Western Reserve model, for ex

ample ) and provide continuing education for advanced and specialized

skills . The individual can then become an effective producer at an earlier

time and select his next educational steps more soundly later on.

Some recent trends offer hope of change. Open admission policies and

growing acceptance of part-time students give older students an increasing

chance to enroll at community colleges, 4-year State colleges, and a few

universities. In 1969, there were more than 860,000 students enrolled part

time at public community colleges. It is difficult to know how many were

older students, but a rough estimate is between one - fourth and one-third . *

At public 4 -year State colleges , there were over 520,000 part-time students

enrolled. The expanded number of campuses provides more convenient

locations, allowing more adults with full-time jobs and family responsibilities

to continue higher education on a part -time basis. Of those attending on a

part-time basis in the types of institutions mentioned above, from one- half

to two -fifths of the part-time enrollees were women. A much smaller number

of private schools allowed part-time students, with only 500,000 part -time

students for all types of private schools in the United States, both 4-year and

2 - year, in 1969. Of these, two - fifths were women students.5

Yet there are limits to the conventional solution for continuing educa

tion—the effort to bring more and more " non -college-age " individuals onto

campus. A campus provides, in a comprehensive package, all those services

needed for acquiring higher educationmaterials to read, faculties to teach

and administer examinations, administrators to award degrees. Why must

these services be bound to the campus?

There are now wholly new technologies coming on line - cable television,

domestic communications satellites, miniature computers, video cassettes

which constitute a new infrastructure for providing higher education. Al

ready, several universities operate closed -television systems with two-way

voice transmissions, which make it possible to participate in regular classes

without leaving one's office . Chicago City College provides a college pro

gram by broadcast television . A number of community colleges ( such as

St. Petersburg, Fla. ) ? and State universities ( the University of Maryland,

for example) now teach courses in the employer's facility — extending real

istic access to higher education to workers on the job . The United Kingdom

and Japan are rapidly developing the Open University, utilizing television ,

7
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local resource centers, and correspondence materials. The technology is

available for revolutionizing access to higher education ; only the imagination

and commitment are as yet lacking in the United States.
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4. THE HOMOGENIZATION OF

HIGHER EDUCATION

American higher education is renowned for its diversity. Yet, in fact,

our colleges and universities have become extraordinarily similar. Nearly

all 2,500 institutions have adopted the same mode of teaching and learning.

Nearly all strive to perform the same generalized educational mission . The

traditional sources of differentiation - between public and private, large

and small , secular and sectarian, male and female --- are disappearing. Even

the differences in character of individual institutions are fading. It is no

longer true that most students have real choices among differing institutions

in which to seek a higher education ,

The Homogenization of Institutional Missions

When our colleges were first established, they had distinctive missions

rooted in the diversity of American society. Various groups - defined by

class, locality, religion, ethnic background, and occupational interest - sought

to found colleges they and their children could attend . " Thus there sprang

up a variety of institutions — Baptist and Lutheran colleges, mechanical

institutes, and schools of ophthalmology, teachers colleges, night law schools,

colleges for women only, Negro colleges, land -grant institutions devoted to

public service, and finishing schools for gentlemen and ladies. In most cases,

these institutions were supported and governed by the interests they served ,

and the donors, trustees, presidents, and clientele reinforced the distinctive

ness of their special missions. Higher education in America was remarkably

diverse, but the diversity was to be found among institutions, not within

them.

This diversity, however, proved to be highly vulnerable to the social

changes at work in America. With the decline of religion as a force for

social cohesion, support for religious institutions declined .? Changing at

titudes toward male-female roles weakened support for single -sex institu

tions . As older class and geographic loyalties merged into an increasingly

national, secular, and middle-class culture, the desire of many groups to per

petuate traditional loyalties through separate colleges diminished . Gradually,
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institutions with special missions began to be replaced by the modern uni

versities and by colleges which aspired to the university model.

For a long time between approximately 1900 and 1950 — the task of

providing higher education was evenly divided between public and private

institutions, and each type pursued a somewhat different mission. Many

of the public institutions were established with a primary concern for

career -related education, such as preparation for farming and engineering.

Many of the private institutions, particularly the best known, had, after

long histories, focused on the liberal arts , assuming that students could pre

pare for jobs after graduation . Hence public institutions often offered a

somewhat different kind of education than private, and each type led to

somewhat different set of careers.*

But these differences have also all but disappeared. While the trend began

earlier, most of the change has occurred since 1950. Steadily liberal arts

curriculums have become the standard of both public and private colleges .

The agricultural college, the teachers college, and the mining school have

tended to transform into the State College or further into the State Uni

versity. The growth of Federal support enabled many institutions, both

public and private, to expand into graduate education and to hire faculties

oriented to academic disciplines rather than career-related programs. Even

in the new and rapidly growing community-junior colleges, two out of every

three students are enrolled in a transfer program designed to prepare them

for academic degrees at a 4-year institution . Since 1950, moreover, the bal

ance in enrollment that existed between public and private institutions has

almost disappeared. Five out of every seven college students are now enrolled

in public institutions and that percentage will continue to grow .?

At the same time that diversity among institutions has declined, diversity

of course offerings within each institution has been increasing. Technical

colleges have added the humanities; social science departments have been

established ; traditional disciplines have subdivided . The uniform acceptance

of a diverse curriculum is an indicator of a growing similarity of mission : that
а

of providing general academic education . The system of higher education as a

whole is now strikingly uniform : almost all the institutions have the same

general image of what they want themselves — and their students — to be.

David Riesman has aptly described what a profound shift in the nature

of higher education this has been :

>

The local college was local first and a college second ; the Catholic college was

Catholic first and a college second ; the Negro college was Negro first and a college

second, and so forth . But as time went on these disparate institutions took on

lives and purposes of their own. Undergraduates thought of themselves less as

future women, Baptists, or teachers and more often simply as students, having a

common interest with students in all sorts of other places called colleges rather

than with girls, Baptists, or teachers who were not students. Similar changes have

taken place at the faculty level. Even the college president of today often thinks
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of himself less as the president of a college in San Jose, a college catering to the

rich , or a college for Irish Catholics than as the president of an academically first

rate, second-rate, or third -rate college . Such a man's reference goup is no longer

the traditional clientele and patrons of his institution or the trustees who will speak

for them, but the presidents of other colleges, many of which had historically

different origins and aims. The result is convergence of aims, methods, and,

probably, results .

>

The Growth in Size and Complexity

Size is often an indicator of many things—how “ friendly” or “ strange ” a

place will be, the quality of relationships one will have, how parochial or

cosmopolitan the social and intellectual life, and so on. The public tends to

assume that individuals selecting colleges to attend have important choices

to make among institutions of different sizes. Yet every indication is that this

measure of diversity is also declining.

There have always been, and are still, large numbers of small colleges—

over 1,200 with enrollments of less than 1,000 — while there are less than 200

with enrollments over 10,000. But these statistics can be misleading. First,

they fail to make plain where the numbers of students are enrolled . Over

one-quarter of all students are in institutions of over 20,000 . Nearly half

attend institutions where enrollment exceeds 10,000.9

Second , the direction of change is clear . Eighty percent of the 1,200 noted

above are private colleges and these are faced with the Hobson's choice of

raising tuition to meet higher costs or trying to stay competitive with their

public counterparts. In moving toward higher tuition , they become less avail

able to many students as a realistic option . In trying to hold down tuition ,

increasing numbers are facing serious crises— more and more often resolved

by absorption into public systems. For most of the small public colleges, lim

ited enrollments are only a transitory condition - junior colleges,. State

colleges, new university campuses — all are growing rapidly. Going to college

today typically means attending a large, public institution. In the future, it

will be even more true.

Large, or even huge, institutions bring out the best in some people — but

are wholly inappropriate for others. Their essential defect is a lack of com

munity. Students complain of anonymity ; faculty members are unable to

find the supposed " community of scholars" ; administrators complain of

communication failures and lack of understanding. Students must become

specialists to participate in activities. Everyone complains of parking condi

tions. Such frustrations are compounded in those institutions which are not

only large but whose growth has been rapid . “ Old time ” administrators and

faculties feel outnumbered by new staffs whose identification with “ their ”

institution and view of its purposes differ sharply. Frequently, the continuity

of traditions has been broken .

1
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Together with the growth in size, there has occurred an expansion in the

range of activities which administrators and faculties perform . Colleges have

expanded into universities which undertake to do both teaching and research.

Universities have expanded into conglomerates which undertake to perform

extensive services for governments and industry - running large laboratories,

linear accelerators, overseas technical assistance programs, joint university

industry research projects, and a host of other activities. Governments today

want universities to take on newly recognized responsibilities concerning the

problems of the day - racism , crime, and, most recently, environmental

pollution

Each new claim is usually legitimate. But each has added to the accumula

tion of disparate activities, many of which bear little relationship to teaching,

research , or student activities. Together, they have added a new element to

the homogenization of institutional missions : the confusion of institutional

priorities.

Individuals and Institutions: The Range of Choice

Individuals today have a choice among colleges which are " easy" or

" tough ," " first rate " or " third rate . " This is essentially a choice derived from

the differences in the prestige and orientation of faculties, and the conse

quent rigor of admissions policies and academic offerings. It is not a choice

between institutions which offer different modes of learning, but between

institutions which differ in the extent to which they conform to the model

of the prestige university.

Individuals can choose among institutions which have different characters,

derived from their peculiar histories, locale, and clientele. There are " radi

cal schools, “conservative” schools, “ ski” schools, “ party ” schools, and so on.

Yet even these distinctions are declining. For every school with the distinc

tive character of Berkeley, Antioch, Northeastern , or Harvard, there are

fifty or a hundred institutions with little to distinguish them , one from the

other. Some students we have interviewed see themselves as “State college

students ” rather than as students with an identity derived from a particular

campus.

Least of all do individuals have a choice among institutions with divergent

missions. For the music student who wants to be a performing artist, there

are a few special institutions, such as the Juilliard School of Music. For the

individual who wants to be an engineer, there are a few special places. For

the individual who wants a practical postsecondary education in, say, one of

the emerging fields of health care, there are a few community colleges with

a particular emphasis in this area . But, in each case, the list is short.

Higher education institutions have developed a surrogate for a mission ,

based on the length of their educational programs. Hence the field is divided

>
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into those institutions that see themselves as 2 -year institutions, those that

see themselves as terminal 4 -year institutions, and others that see themselves

as having, or leading to, graduate schools. Yet, characteristically, the 2-year

and 4-year institutions refuse to make an explicit choice even on this issue,

but rather prefer to see themselves as " keeping the options open ” for stu

dents. The Carnegie Commission has recently added its prestige and legiti

macy to the notion that all institutions should be " comprehensive. ” 10

Colleges and universities are, to be sure, not the only American institu

tions which have become homogenized ; changes in American society have

dramatically altered the mission , size, and character of many important

institutions . But the growing uniformity of higher education institutions

should command special attention .

One reason is the crucial role of higher education in the socialization of

individuals, particularly late adolescents and young adults. It might be ar

gued that the function of a college is to provide a model of the values,

attitudes, and habits required to fit comfortably into the dominant institu

tions of a homogenizing society. If that were the case, the fact that colleges

and universities are striving to perform the same generalized mission might

not cause concern . If, on the other hand, one believes that an important

function of the higher education system is to offer alternative models of ca

reers and roles, including those which challenge and change society, then the

homogenization of higher education is a serious problem .

Another reason for concern relates to the tie between this function of

socialization and the process of teaching and learning cognitive knowledge.

Can everyone learn best in the internally diverse, comprehensive, all -purpose

academic institutions we now have? There is a difference between entering

social service and joining the Peace Corps; between entering military service

and joining the Marines ; between entering upon a religious career and join

ing the Jesuits. The analogy can be stretched too far, but it serves to make

the point : students entering college today have few specific institutions that

they can join .
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5. THE PROFESSIONALIZATION OF

LEARNING

The faculties educated and then hired by our colleges and universities in

the past 30 years have brought extraordinary benefits to the Nation . They

have produced research of enormous importance to our national growth

and international position ; they have made our graduate schools the envy

of the world ; they have educated more knowledgeable and sophisticated

undergraduates than ever before. Yet these triumphs of academic profes

sionalism have come at the expense of millions of individuals seeking an

education. While the population seeking higher education is becoming ever

more diverse — in class and social background, age, academic experience,

and ability — our colleges and universities have come to assume that there

is only one mode of teaching and learning — the academic mode.

The Academic Revolution 1

By World War II, American higher education was in the midst of an

academic revolution . Twenty to 30 universities had emerged whose graduate

departments, along with the professional associations organized in the same

academic disciplines, dominated all other institutions of higher education .

The universities not only were the centers of the academic universe, provid

ing the model for other institutions to follow, but they became the source

of professional scholars who fanned out across the country to take teaching

assignments at other universities, colleges, and even 2 -year institutions.

Despite the fact that the graduate training was in research, these institutions

and others who emulated them became the chief institutions for certifying

the competence of teachers throughout higher education . Upwardly mobile

colleges strained to recruit Ph.D. degree holders to their faculties. Those

with concerns other than professionalizing their teaching staffs were fre

quently pressured by accrediting associations to fall into line 2

The extent to which faculties today are dominated by academic profes

sionals can be measured only approximately. Some products of university

graduate schools do not think or behave like professionals. On the other

hand, many faculty members who do not hold advanced degrees are working

on them or, for other reasons, are highly motivated toward professional
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status.3 The data on the background of faculties in different institutions are

nonetheless significant, and suggest that the academic revolution has been

extensive. According to a survey conducted in 1969, 5 percent have a bache5

lor's degree or less, 23 percent have a master's degree, and the rest — nearly

three-fourths of the faculty — have a doctorate or professional degree of some

sort . In 4-year colleges, 6 percent of the faculty have a bachelor's degree

or less, 40 percent have a master's degree, and 57 percent — the majority

have a doctorate or professional degree. In 2 -year colleges, 17 percent have

a bachelor's degree or less, 64 percent have a master's degree, and 19 percent

have a doctorate or professional degree. And, of course, the percentage of

Ph. D. holders filling new openings is much higher.

The professionalization of academic faculties has shaped the character

of higher education in many ways. Increasingly, being a teacher has become

part of a broader role centering around one's professional colleagues

attending professional conferences, writing and reviewing articles, sponsoring

and recruiting apprentices into the discipline. Faculties at universities and

the more prestigious colleges have come to view themselves as independent

professionals responsible to their guilds rather than to the institutions which

pay their salaries . They have established at their institutions a system of tenure

and promotion designed to preserve their professional objectives. Those who

slight the academic obligations of specialization , research, and publication

are themselves slighted in promotion, esteem, and influence.

Professional faculties have, with few exceptions , organized their institu

tions in ways that reflect their training and are congenial to their interests.

Almost all of the 2,500 institutions of higher education are organized in terms

of departments based on academic disciplines . Collectively, the faculty

interest has asserted itself in favor of rounding out the campus to become

similar to a broad -gauged university. Each faculty member tends to see

himself as a member of a particular discipline which requires a department

on campus. Status accrues to those campuses noted for research activity.

Hence, normal schools and agricultural colleges have changed their names to

“ State College " ; and, a decade later, to "State University at ..." . 5 Insti

tutions with specialized programs — even prestigious institutions such as the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the California Institute of

Technology—have decided to round out their offerings.

This organization of college curriculums into the mold of the academic

specialties has been accompanied by a strong faculty bias toward the acquisi

tion of theoretical knowledge. In the graduate schools, the social science and

even the humanities faculties have strained to build disciplines modeled after

the pure sciences. In the undergraduate schools, courses tend to be taught

as if the development of theoretical knowledge were the only proper business

.
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of liberal education. Those individuals who cannot see themselves as recruits

to an academic discipline are slighted in favor of the few (out of the total

student population ) who display an interest and talent for theoretical

training.

The professionalization of faculties has influenced not only the content

but the methods of undergraduate education . These faculties assume that

their students will learn best the way they themselves learned best — by sitting

in class, listening to professors, and reading books. All too infrequently is

an undergraduate course organized or taught on the assumption that stu

dents might learn best through subjective or practical experiences. Sometimes

faculty members will try to bring practitioners into the classroom to supple

ment their lectures, but rarely are courses organized around such individuals,

and almost never are they brought into the academic inner sanctum . Rarely

are there politicians or lawyers in political science departments, novelists,

clergymen, or practicing psychiatrists in psychology departments, or en

gineers asked to help teach courses in the department of physics.6

Moreover, seldom do the majority of faculty members spend any time in

jobs outside the university. The drive to obtain tenure plays a crucial role in

the faculty lockstep. The young faculty members with an interest in spending

a few years in government or industry find that such broadening experiences

count for little. More important, only the most courageous dare lose their

place in line or their chance at one more publication. By the time the safety

of tenure is reached, most have been socialized to the prevailing faculty role.

a

pure

Professionalism versus Learning

Thousands of students and many young faculty members are today in

active rebellion against " irrelevance" in the curriculum . There are many

sources of this tension — including the student's own lockstep pattern of col

lege attendance — but one source is certainly the narrow professional assump

tions on which the typical curriculum is based. The drive of the social

science and humanities faculties to conform to the model of the sciences

has alienated many very able students whose response, if they do not drop

out altogether, has taken the form of demands for off -campus experience, the

invention of anti- courses for nominal credit, and vigorous, if vague, laments

that most academic study does not assist but actually enervates action and

feeling.?

The counterculture of youth has clashed head - on with the assumptions

of professional academics. Numbers of young students are simply refusing

to submit to answers prepackaged for consumption by one of the conventional

disciplines.

7
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Our Task Force received a thoughtful document from a group of student

leaders criticizing the depersonalization of higher education . Among other

things, they said :

In the name of efficiency we computerized our universities to a point where

the proverbial complaint by students that they are mere I.D. numbers is heard

so frequently that it would become trite if not for the tragic tale it tells . Further

more, in the last few years a number of major universities have carried the

process of mechanization to one of its logical conclusions. Not even courses

retain a name. History 443 ( a name which at least required you to write down

the general subject of interest ) has been replaced by 678934. The computers

are then programmed to match a student's I.D. ( 91042 ) with desired courses

so that a completed enrollment form reads : Name : 91042, Courses : 678934 ,

664324, 994562 , 08573 .

8

It may be only symbolic but its [the university's] resemblance to automobile parts

and their matching numbers says much about how we have viewed the education

of our young. It also may say something about education as something that adults

do to the young as opposed to something they do with them .

This clash — which preoccupied the President's Commission on Student

Unrest — seems to be centered in the selective institutions where academ

ically talented young students encounter highly professional faculties.

What should also command public concern , but does not, is the even larger

number of individuals who enter the less selective institutions. Their

encounter with the various forms of professionalism departments, disci

plines, the classroom format, the lecture, examinations, etc. — more often

than not frustrates rather than assists their efforts to acquire an education .

Students everywhere provide examples of the inappropriateness of these

forms. Some are narrow -gauged — their interest in learning grows out of

developing a sense of competence in some few areas of inquiry. Yet they

are commonly faced with a rounded curriculum and course requirements

for which they have absolutely no interest. Some are oriented toward par

ticular careers ; others have no idea what they want to do. Both groups,

after being in college for some time, are forced to choose a major in history,

biology, or physical science, without having any idea what historians, biol

ogists, or physical scientists do in the world, or how people in various

occupational roles utilize the skills these disciplines provide.

For many students, simply sitting in class and consuming the words and

wisdom which college faculties produce is not a productive format for

learning. For one thing, they have a very difficult time identifying with the

professor in the front of the room . For another, many students learn best

through involvement in concrete situations and practical tasks. This does

not mean that such students are vocationally oriented- -some are , some are

not. It means that their preferred medium for learning is not an abstract

issue but a concrete problem , and the knowledge to be gained is subjective
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of sturoup as well as objective. Information is absorbed and understood in terms of

Among t
its relation to their overall task .

We often lose sight of the enormous amount of teaching and learning

that goes on outside our colleges : in business, government, voluntary service
a point vi

organizations, military organizations, and so on . These organizations are
mbers is by

often highly effective in utilizing various teaching techniques for tasks that
tells. Furt

range from learning simple jobs to sophisticated and abstract subjects: the

success of the Armed Forces in teaching new recruits to be medical corpsmen
o write do

is a case in point. A few additional examples exist within our university

he compu professional schools — the moot court in law schools, internships in medical

schools. But precious few of these techniques are to be found in our graduate

and undergraduate educational institutions.

Our Task Force has found some genuinely innovative approaches to teach

ing and learning. Yet the system of higher education tends to quarantine

these innovative models so that, once started, they rarely spread.
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In the last several years, largely due to the escalation of student protests,

a great deal of thought and energy has been given to the problem of making

colleges and universities more responsive to the educational needs and inter

ests of students. Many campuses have undertaken extensive studies of their

undergraduate curriculum . Many are in some stage of reform .

One direction which this reform movement is taking is to shift more

responsibility onto the shoulders of the student and simultaneously to inten

sify the contact between students and faculty. Lecture courses are giving

way to seminars and various forms of independent study. Syllabuses designed

by the faculty are giving way to courses worked out jointly by students and

faculty. Requirements, even grades, are disappearing. Credit is being granted

for off -campus learning.

The second direction this reform movement is taking lies in improving

the incentives for faculty members to teach. Student evaluations of faculty

teaching are now under way on scores of campuses. Tenure rules are being

reviewed and revised to take into account the quality of teaching as well

as the quality of research . Recognition and rewards for teaching, including

economic rewards, sabbaticals, and so forth, are under consideration and

development.

On campuses where these reforms have been implemented, students

have greater responsibility for their educational programs, and see more

of their teachers than they did before. Faculty members have become much

more self - conscious about their roles as teachers, and, presumably, are

doing a better job . But, by and large, this movement toward reform was

begun at selective institutions, and has been shaped by elitist premises .
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Characteristically, many of the reforms are designed to make undergrad

uate education more like graduate education . The controlling assumption

seems to be that, if undergraduates can be given the freedom graduate

students enjoy and the personal attention which faculty members give to

graduate students, undergraduate education will be substantially improved .

For some students, particularly the most able, these reforms unques

tionably will improve the quality of their educational experience. But what

of the individuals who may not know how to use their freedom for whom

a " structured ” curriculum is essential for their development ? What of the

individual who wants a college education but lacks the motivation or self

confidence to direct himself ? What of the individual who is “turned off”

or bewildered, not by the lack of faculty attention , but by the academic

mode of learning, or the traditional organization of the whole curriculum ?

The absence of meaningful incentives for faculty members to teach has

hurt the educational process. Yet incentives for professors to allocate more

time to teaching can miss the point. The teaching, research , and outside

service commitments of a professor can conflict or reinforce one another,

depending on how skilled he is and the kind of problems he is working on.10

Moreover, the gravest teaching -learning problems seem to be at the

least selective institutions where faculty members usually are rewarded

for teaching above all else . The basic problem is not just to change the

rules under which academic professionals teach, but to change the struc

ture of the profession and its grip on undergraduate education.
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6. THE GROWTH OF BUREAUCRACY

1

2

It is common to decry the rigidity and sluggishness of the elementary and

secondary school systems. Yet few realize how rapidly bureaucratization is

descending on higher education . Not only are individual campuses growing

rapidly in size — the campuses themselves are being absorbed into large

multicampus systems. In the past, the term " college" or " university

referred to a particular institution. Now it refers to a far-flung system of

campuses, each with a standardized name.

The multicampus systems now established have already reached remark

able proportions. For example : 2

The State University of New York with 65 campuses and 314,000

students

The City University of New York with 11 campuses and 123,000

students

The University of California with 10 campuses and 147,000 students

The California State College system with 19 campuses and 288,000

students

3

The University of Texas with 10 campuses and 74,000 students

The State University of Florida with 7 campuses and 80,000 students

The University of North Carolina with 7 campuses and 46,000 students.

The problems inherent in the growth in size of individual campuses have

been recognized, and a few notable efforts are being made to decentralize

individual campuses into smaller units, or " clusters," of colleges. But the

problems inherent in the growth of huge, statewide, public systems of

higher education — including standardization , the centralization of decision

making, the stifling of local initiative, and the introduction of new political

forces into higher education - have gone almost unnoticed . Efforts are under

way in almost every State to formalize the systems, and to develop stronger

coordinating agencies to supervise all of higher education, public and

private.
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Pressures for Centralization

Centrally administered , multicampus systems developed to fill a vacuum .

With the increase in enrollment pressures of the postwar period, the States

were the only organizations that were already directly involved in higher

education and that could raise the needed revenues. ( The 50 States

have appropriated more than 7 billion dollars for higher education for 1970–

71. ) 5 The multicampus systems (or, in some cases the single major State

university ) were the most natural and available vehicles for the States to

turn to in order to create new college places.

When budgets for higher education were small, governors and legislators

were content to leave most decisions to the individual campuses; but as

budgets escalated from tens to hundreds of millions of dollars, State officials

became increasingly concerned about the regulation and control of higher

education expenditures.

In most cases, these pressures have led to the specification of expenditures

in detailed budgets. Formulas for allocating funds among institutions have

been developed to make the budget process more routine. Sometimes the

formula has been designed to eliminate or prevent abuses; sometimes to

simplify the response to the competing demands of many campuses; some

times to ease the annual battle with the legislature for funding. Formulas

intended as a means of determining how much an institution is to receive

may accomplish these goals. However, in a number of cases, formulas for

allocating funds among institutions have led to formulas for determining

expenditures within institutions, prescribing, for example, how many tech

nicians and secretaries may be hired per faculty member.

Concern about regulation and control of public funds, as well as growth

of numbers of campuses, has also led to the emergence of central administra

tions for the multicampus systems. At present, most of these central admin

istrations are still undeveloped — but growing. In one, while the number

of students increased two- and - a -half times during a period of 10 years, the

professionals in the central staff increased tenfold. The budget of this staff

now represents over 1 percent of the total expenditures for the system as a

whole, or about one- fifth of the average budget for one campus.

The Unintended Consequences

In the growth period of the 1960's, both campus and system administrators

were absorbed in the task of building - building new campuses, building a

central organization. Now that campuses and systems are large, growth

has slowed, the central administrations have matured, and the tasks are

changing from building to management. Now , as new generations of pres
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idents, chancellors, vice chancellors, and various other administrators take

over, the effects of centralization are becoming apparent.

There are now statewide requirements for admissions and degrees,

administratively convenient classifications of study such as “lower division ”

and "upper division," rules which detail operations for all teaching depart

ments, and centralized procedures for deciding a host of nonacademic issues

from parking to the selection of new furniture.?

One president of a campus which is part of the State University of New

York pointed out to us that most administrators assume that decisions, such

as determining average class size, are under his control. Yet his budget is

determined in the head office; union negotiations determine the salaries of

his faculty; faculty salaries, divided into the total budget, determine how

many faculty members he can hire ; and centrally determined administration

policies set his total enrollment. Hence, his own role in determining average

class size is restricted to the simple calculations of the final results.

The solidarity and cohesion of the individual campus is threatened by the

new multicampus framework. The constituent members of the campus com

munity — students, faculties, administrators, trustees — are encouraged to or

ganize themselves " horizontally " across the system and bargain at the State

level for their special interests. This is most visible in the case of the faculties

which are forming statewide unions . The arena in which decisions have to

be made is thus greatly enlarged. Decisions taken on one campus, or about

one of the constituent members of the campus community, have repercussions

elsewhere. Each campus is finding it harder to work out its own problems

by itself.

Multicampus systems have escalated the political stakes in education

issues. As a consequence, State governors and legislators are assuming a

much more active role in campus affairs. As the system has power

and prestige, the political importance of preventing embarrassing incidents

the hiring of a controversial professor, the disruption of a particular

campus— has increased . More and more statewide boards are finding that

their meetings are covered by the press. Presidents and board members often

find themselves cast in the roles of public defenders of their points of view

and /or apologists for campus incidents. Political safety, rather than educa

tional leadership , becomes the priority.

The multicampus systems also provide a convenient means for asserting

control. In May of 1969, when the American intervention in Cambodia and

the shootings at Kent State University set off a nationwide student protest,

many campus presidents and chancellors found that decisions affecting their

campuses were taken out of their hands and were made by State officials and

administrators of the whole system. In California, the two heads of the vast

university and State college multicampus systems announced that all the

grown in
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campuses would be closed, even though there were disruptions on only some

campuses.

Several recent studies indicate that college presidents see their authority

diminishing. The impact of these changes has fallen hardest on the campus

president within the large system.10 ( One interesting measure of the change

is the growing use of the term " campus chief executive ." ) Sandwiched

between faculty and students ( who have bases of support beyond the campus)

on the one hand, and tiers of system administrators and interventionist

minded State officials on the other, the president of a system campus is

becoming less and less able to carry his own case to the press, is less and less

able to build a supportive constituency for the particular institution he heads .

Thus, his role has become one of the most difficult in higher education . In

the future, it will be harder and harder to recruit good men for the job

and, increasingly, the job itself will require a manager rather than an

educational leader — an entrepreneur or a maverick in any sense.

Back to the Drawing Boards

The multicampus systems have come about, in part, because of the per

ceived need to achieve effective resource allocation and the savings that

result from economies of scale 11 Uncoordinated growth might mean duplica

tion of faculties or efforts — for example, two small law schools where one

would be more efficient. To be sure, centralized purchasing of many supplies

and services can save funds. A single construction department might well

provide better skills at lower cost.

Yet, while coordination , rational planning, and the elimination of waste

are important goals , centralization is often pursued in areas where its bene

fits are illusory. It is difficult to believe that decisions regarding the choice of

a particular new course at one campus, policies concerning student news

papers, or rules governing the behavior of students need to be made centrally

except as a response to political pressures.

We also suspect that the large system is not as good at the task of resource

allocation as has been expected. The central office of the State system and the

budget staffs of the State government are subject to powerful pressures for

equal treatment. If campus #1 and campus #2 add a Ph . D. program in

sociology, so must campus # 3 — regardless of the need for more departments

of sociology. Thus, rational allocation of resources is less likely even though

logic calls for a reduced commitment to particular fields.

It is easy to forget the difference in the value of central planning to a

college or university as compared to other large organizations such as auto

mobile manufacturers or the Army. A red car with a blue fender, or an in

fantry battalion without transportation, is a troublesome problem indeed.

But the determinants for effective learning in one classroom have little

a
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relationship to anything going on in another classroom nearby, let alone at
another campus.

>Finally, a key argument for the multicampus system is that it can have,

within its central organization, the freedom from daily operating responsibili

ties and the expertise required to develop new ideas about higher education .

By serving as a shield against undue pressure from the Legislature and the

Governor, the multicampus system could give new and untried programs a

chance to prove themselves.

In one sense , the multicampus system has shown part of this capability ,

in State after State it has done a remarkable job of establishing new campuses

in the traditional format. In a few important cases--Santa Cruz, Chicago

Circle, Green Bay, Old Westbury — the traditional academic format has been

applied in a new physical or social setting, particularly through the use of the

cluster college . Yet, only in a very few instances have there been funda

mentally new approaches, such as Florida's use of television for remote

classroom participation, or New York's proposal for an examining and

degree -granting university. The more substantial the difference between the

new idea and conventional practice, the more difficult it is for that new idea

to survive in a large bureaucracy.

Rather than innovation, the skill of the large system lies in more of the

same. Entrepreneurs rarely thrive in a climate of detailed budget review ,

pressures for equal treatment, statewide interest groups, flagship campus

dominance, or concern for political expediency.

Today, there is still considerable flexibility within higher education. We

still expect that college means a different experience for different students.

But, steadily, the flexibility, differentiation , and individual responsiveness are

slipping away. Only a determined effort can reverse this trend.
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7. THE ILLEGITIMACY OF COST

EFFECTIVENESS

As apprehension over the problem of college financing has become more

acute, budgets have become the subject of increasing attention . But, if

the subject of the budget is more common on campus, the subject of

cost effectiveness remains beyond the pale . The measurement of cost and

performance in higher education is somehow regarded as illegitimate. A

typical case of the lack of interest in comparative costs is the recent study,

sponsored by the Carnegie Commission , of plans for self-reform at 11 insti

tutions. Not once in the entire book is the subject mentioned .

We think that there are important reasons why cost effectiveness must

become a legitimate subject. Thinking about costs is not simply a matter

of paring budgets and making ends meet, of cutting out secretaries or not

buying typewriters. It is a fundamental educational issue. Searching for

more effective methods of teaching must lead us to examine the neglected

questions of what we are trying to do and how students learn .

For the university as well as for society, the issue is effective use of

resources. If time and energy can be saved by adopting more cost-effective

procedures, those energies can be devoted to a long list of tasks now starved

for resources. Many of these are suggested elsewhere in this report, chief

among them being the task of tailoring educational programs to the needs

of the new varieties of students now seeking higher education . Considering

what needs to be done, we can afford the high cost of education, but not

the low productivity.?

Costs and Budgets

Far too often any discussion of cost is limited only to the question of

expenditure reduction. But cost consciousness goes beyond budget con

sciousness. The budget only permits faculty to be hired and students to be

enrolled, but cost consciousness considers how these parties interact to some

purpose. It is the time and talent of faculty and students which are the

major costs of higher education, and a conventional budget fails to reflect

whether this time and talent is used efficiently.
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Concentration on budget consciousness can even be inimical to cost con

sciousness. For example, when funds for constructing new classrooms are

saved by using existing ones a larger part of the day, the savings achieved

however desirable in themselves—may mute the issue of whether given

subjects are best taught in classrooms at all . Classrooms at a college can be

scheduled 24 hours a day, and every seat occupied , but if the classes them

selves are relatively unproductive of learning, then the institution is grossly

inefficient all the same .

Further confusion arises from pressures external to the institution . Growing

public resentment over the cost of education has led State governments to

intensify budget procedures. While it may be possible to decide in the State

capitol how many teaching assistants there will be, it is impossible to decide

there how to achieve cost - effective learning. Line-item budgeting may reduce

expenses; it will not likely find a better way to teach a subject. But before

pressures for budget control are reduced, the public needs to have confidence

that cost -effective programs are being carried out.3

Resistance to Cost Consciousness

Thus, it is of vital importance that any mention of costs should stop evok

ing, as a reflex, all of the defensive arguments against expenditure reduction

that have been developed over the years. These arguments, and the unwill

ingness they reflect to address the serious issues of teaching and learning,

are an invitation to budget cutting for they suggest an indifference to how

well the job is done. We believe that institutions of higher education do care

how well they perform their missions. Why, then, is concern with cost

effectiveness suppressed, rarely given operational expression and somehow

considered illegitimate ?

One reason is that the analysis necessary can be done badly. A college is

not the same as a business . There is no simple product. The measures of

effectiveness may be short-sightedly utilitarian, or they may rely too much

on proxies reflecting other factors beside educational effectiveness ( such

as measuring educational performance by the starting salaries of graduates) ;

or cost effectiveness can be used as a weapon of one party against another

rather than as a discipline for all .

There are technical problems as well . Inputs and outputs must be weighted

appropriately. How much of the salary of the professor is really attributable

to his teaching, and how much is a hidden subsidy for his research ? How

much weight , on the output side , should be attributed to a student's easily

tested technical proficiency in French, say, and how much to the familiarity

with French culture he gets from his French classes ?

Some resistance to cost-effectiveness thinking, based on valid reservations,

can be overcome if the leadership to improve programs comes from within

4
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the individual departments and schools of the university, rather than as the

exercise of a central management function. Then, if there are subtleties in

measuring the educational costs and results of a particular program , those

in that program will have only themselves to blame if those subtleties are

ignored.

An important point is that precise analysis is not necessary in order to

make significant improvements . For example, at several of the universities

where serious studies are underway, large differences in the cost of teaching

an undergraduate in roughly comparable departments exist, differences as

great as 2 or even 3 to 1.5 While one would expect a significant difference

between the costs of teaching anthropology and chemical engineering, one

would expect rough similarity between costs in history and political science .

While measuring the effective learning in each situation can only be done

in an approximate way, to ignore the possibility of improving cost effective

ness inherent in such figures seems irresponsible.

Costs and Conflict

There is a more fundamental aspect of resistance to cost -effectivness

thinking that cannot be dealt with entirely even by lodging the responsibility

in the right place . Cost -effectiveness thinking inevitably puts issues of resource

allocation in a competitive light . Even within an individual department,

analysis will show that one way of doing things is better than another.

Logically, the better way will have the greater claim . Thus, some professor

is sooner or later not going to be allowed to do what he has always done

because it is not the most efficient way. No one used to ask him how he spent

his time ( partly because they never used to pay him enough to feel entitled

to ask the question ). Now he will be asked pointedly. His role and inde

pendence will seem threatened, and ( if he is not tenured ) even his job.

Cost - effectiveness thinking will take hold when a new tradition of accept

ing and managing conflict replaces the old one. There has always been

competition in colleges and universities . It has been channeled in the past

toward achieving certain objectives; now it must be channeled toward

achieving others, as well . The departmental structure of the institutions and

the corresponding guild structure of the disciplines has concentrated com

petitive energies on relative research productivity . Peers judged who per

formed best and rewarded him at his institution - or saw to it that he was

offered a better job at another institution .

Incentives for making the maximum educational contribution need be no

more harsh or sinister than those that the faculty live with now. In fact, a

new set of incentives geared to educational productivity would make the

competitive functioning of the system less harsh , for it would then recog

nize a wider range of talents than the present almost exclusive focus on

a
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research productivity. Ultimately, the competition that must be faced and

resolved is between different models of what the university should be, what

a classroom should be, what a learning experience should be.

6

Current Perceptions

The kind of thinking about cost effectiveness that we urge would there

fore be focused on particular learning situations . It would concern itself

most with how the goals of a particular course or curriculum could most

efficiently be achieved for particular kinds of students. So far, most of the

thinking about cost effectiveness has concerned itself with problems once

or twice removed from the goals of courses or curriculum . For example,

there has been interest in the question of the existence and extent of public

and private benefits which can be attributed to higher education . This is

important to the public issues of how much we should invest in higher

education and who should be expected to make the investment. It does

not, however, relate to the issue of how education can most efficiently be

conducted .

A second cost- effectiveness question now beginning to be explored is

the relative cost of degrees ( or credit hours) in different academic schools

and departments. This has some relevance to questions of educational prac

tice, since one explanation of differences in cost may be that one department

uses better techniques than another. 6

We want to emphasize, however, that it is within individual departments

and educational programs that cost -effectiveness thinking will be most

rewarding. This is not simply because of the essentially political need already

cited to decentralize the process . It is also because that is where the payoff

is — in making it less costly for students to learn English, or political science,

or electrical engineering. The notion of the " course ” may itself be a spend

thrift institution. The professor needs to ask whether his lectures actually

teach as much as the same amount of time spent guiding the independent

reading of his students, whether some kind of practicum would help them to

grasp better the interrelation of different parts of the subject matter. He

and others must ask if both costs and learning can be improved by changes

in admission procedures that select students at a point in their lives when

they are ready to learn .

There are a few examples of cost- conscious educational reform designed

to permit learning according to individual styles. One is Miami-Dade Junior

College, where alternatives to conventional classroom instruction have been

developed to reduce dropouts.? An important step was the recognition that

the dropout rate is a factor of both cost and effectiveness that must be

considered .

3
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Relevant work has been done in the reorganization of library services for

undergraduates. Such a reorganization at the University of Michigan in

creased library utilization to 10,000 students per day , making the University

library the busiest in the Nation except for the main New York Public

Library.

We are concerned about the widespread resistance to cost -effectiveness

thinking in higher education because it is so profoundly anti- intellectual.

It rejects reason and it puts a low value on the time of faculty trained to

reason well . Faculties are an expensive resource and concern over different

ways of using their time does them honor.

We must guard against a widespread tendency to trivialize the problem

of efficiency in higher education . It is not only a financial problem but an

intellectual one . Questions about efficiency lead to a host of questions about

teaching and learning and to the ultimate questions about the nature and

purpose of higher education . These are too important to the colleges and

universities — and too intellectually challenging — to be lightly dismissed as

illegitimate.
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8. THE INNER DIRECTION OF

GRADUATE EDUCATION

2

The brightest stars of American higher education have been the graduate

schools. Their growth advance in scholarship , and research contributions

have been the envy of the world . Since 1948, the number of doctorates

granted has increased six times , the amount of research funding has in

creased nine times. During this period world leadership in graduate educa

tion and basic research has passed from Europe to the United States.

But rapid growth and the ready access to funding for research, graduate

student aid , and faculty support have also brought about distortions. The

graduate schools have become steadily more inner - directed and less respon

sive to the needs of society. There has been too much growth in some fields

of low demand, too little in fields where shortages exist . Too many schools

have concentrated on training researchers, too few on training practitioners.

The level of excellence in graduate training is often weakest in those fields

where society's needs are greatest.

The difficulties of measuring the accomplishments of graduate education

and research are formidable. It has been all too easy to rationalize, rather

than to face the problems. But recent crises are forcing the academic estab

lishment to face up to its problems. The oversupply in a number of fields

has become too severe to ignore. The crisis in funding of research and gradu

ate student aid is forcing a reappraisal of goals . "
3

4

The Rise of the Ph. D.

The growth and upgrading of graduate education have occurred on all

fronts, but have been most pronounced in programs for the Ph . D. These

have grown more than twice as fast as bachelor's degree programs and far

faster than master's degree programs.*

This growth began in the 1950's in response to well-publicized concerns

over the lack of faculty to meet rising college enrollments. " It was fueled by

the steady injection of Federal funds for research, and by State funds

intended to create first -rank universities.

Internal forces gave impetus to the expansion of Ph . D. programs. They

were readily compatible with the interests of the faculty, involving the most
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desirable type of teaching and extending the faculty members' own scholar

ship . For many students, they were a natural extension of academic interests

developed as undergraduates, and they offered a degree with the highest

prestige within the university.

Growth occurred in every dimension . At universities already granting

Ph. D.'s, existing programs grew in numbers, new disciplines were estab

lished , and old disciplines were subdivided . During an 8-year span , Ph . D.

programs were added to 65 universities, many of which had previously

granted only master's degrees. The size and sophistication of the programs

also increased with the sharp expansion of postdoctoral study for further

specialization .? A whole new class of students, the postdoctorals, developed.

In
many of the most prestigious departments, particularly in the sciences,

the number of postdoctoral students came to equal the number of

predoctoral.

Though other doctoral programs ( primarily M.D. and Ed . D. ) were grow

ing more slowly, the total number of doctorates granted grew at an astonish

ing rate : from 4,000 in 1948 to 25,000 in 1969. We estimate conservatively

that, over the same period, the number of active holders of doctorates has

grown from 73,000 to 300,000, or a fourfold increase.9

7

Oversupply

It is difficult to measure supply and demand for graduates. In the last

few years, it has become clear that the supply of Ph. D.'s has caught up

with the demand. 10 For some fields- English, modern languages, and history

are examples — there is evidence that the condition has existed for a much

longer period, for some perhaps as long as 10 years. Other fields — most

notably medicine - remain in short supply.

Little is known about where Ph . D.'s go after graduation. The best esti

mates are that about 65 percent stay in academic institutions — in teaching,

research, or both. During the 1960's, this percentage was increasing with the

expansion of enrollment and faculty research.11 ( While no estimates are

available, the funding crisis of the last year has probably caused that trend

to reverse .)

In the last few years, increasing numbers of Ph. D. holders have been

unable to find places in the universities or 4 -year colleges, moving down into

community colleges or even high schools. This has been regarded by some

as a benefit -- a means of bringing a new level of scholarship to these institu

tions . We believe that whatever benefits accrue are outweighed by the dis

advantages. Long and intensive training as a researcher is not the most

suitable training for community college or high school teaching. But even

more important is the tendency of recent Ph . D.'s to foster the homogenizing
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trend noted above, a tendency that has some thoughtful community college

presidents skeptical enough consciously to avoid hiring Ph. D.'s.

Many assume that the oversupply question will solve itself by the normal

workings of the market. We doubt it. The highest growth rates in Ph. D.

granting in the 1960–70 period have included those fields noted above where

the effects of oversupply were felt earliest. Lewis Mayhew's study, as recently

as 1968, predicted considerable further expansion . ( He predicts that doctor

ates granted will triple by 1980. Allan Cartter predicts a more modest

doubling .) 12 We believe that the growth will be much lower — but not because

of any rational response to market pressures. Rather, funding reductions---

only partially related to the question of oversupply — will cause slowdowns

or even cuts. But there is no evidence that this will affect the most crowded

fields or the least effective graduate schools the most. On the contrary, there

is a sort of Gresham's law in Ph . D. programs that bad degrees drive out

good ones. Difficulty in finding jobs for graduates is unlikely to make the

new entrants ( principally new or newly ambitious State universities) retire

from the field . Rather, they will argue for more resources to compete more

effectively. Instead , it is Yale, Harvard, Princeton, and Stanford which have

announced plans to reduce graduate enrollments.

Waste Through Wandering

One of the byproducts of the growth of Ph . D. programs is the suction

effect on students. At the more selective universities, the idea is well estab

lished that students ought to go to graduate school, and if one is not interested

in becoming a lawyer, doctor, or businessman , the logical choice is the Ph . D.

This is reinforced by the reluctance of many students to leave the university.

History attracts those who have enjoyed studying history; sociology those

who enjoyed their courses in the social sciences. The result is that large num

bers of graduate students enter these programs without a positive identifica

tion with a career or strong personal motivation for completion.13

Almost everyone applying for medical school has a clear idea of what the

training is like and what the decision represents as a career choice. The

majority have known since the start of college — or earlier — that they wanted

to be doctors ; 90 percent graduate. In law and business about 70 to 75

percent complete the course of study and graduate.

The Ph. D. programs, however, particularly in the humanities and social

sciences, are marked by frequent shifts from one field to another and by

dropout rates that fall most often in a range of 20 to 80 percent. Even in

some of the most prestigious departments, where only a small percentage of

the superb pool of applicants are selected, dropout rates often reach 80

percent - despite substantial fellowship aid.14 ( Such departments usually

require strong statements of fidelity to the career choice by the applicant, but
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of course, students long ago divined that this was a standard requirement for

filling in graduate applications. )

A fundamental difference between undergraduate and graduate educa

tion is that we expect the former to be a generalized learning experience.

Sampling of many fields is , for many, a desirable , useful, educational goal .

The bachelor's degree is the capstone of 17 years of generalized education .

Graduate education is, presumably, training for a career . The theory that

the time and cost of 3 years of graduate study are well spent on a student

who drops out, or drifts into another field, seems questionable at best. We

believe that after 17 years of education, students should be ready to enter

careers or select programs of specific career preparation .

Meeting New Needs

Despite considerable public discussion about the role universities must

play in meeting our newly perceived social needs, there have been few new

types of graduate programs. The overwhelming growth has been in Ph. D.

programs in traditional fields. Rather than new fields developing, the tradi

tional ones separate more finely into subdivisions which in time gain the

status of new departments. Historians have had little to do with economists.

Now economic historians have little to do with either.

The pressures, particularly from the Federal Government, for interdisci

plinary programs have as yet had little effect in terms of the number of

graduates. The stranglehold older disciplines have on universities makes it

difficult to avoid the deep ruts of conventional study.

Little progress has been made toward another pressing demand on gradu

ate education — to train more doers rather than researchers. As the amount

of research and the number of researchers has increased , and as the charac

ter of many national problems has changed, it has become apparent that,

though we may still be short of basic knowledge, we are even shorter of well

trained professionals who can act on the basis of this research . Yet there has

been little shift toward needed curriculum changes, or the addition of ex

ternal work experiences, or any attempt to teach graduate students the skills

and attitudes needed for serving society rather than perpetuating the in

growth of a professional discipline.

Both of these new needs are complicated by the failure of a set of key

graduate schools to evolve dynamically. While some professional schools

particularly in law, medicine, and business — have been gaining in academic

prestige and attracting better students, schools and departments of social

work , education, public health, and public administration characteristically

have unattractive, second -rate programs whose graduates rarely recharge or

revitalize the occupations they enter.

Why is it that these schools have not been upwardly mobile ( as the busi

ness schools have ) ? Why do they fail to attract the most dynamic students
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when their fields of interest include many of our most pressing problems? Is

it because students see that these occupations pay poorly compared to law,

medicine, or business ? Is it that students feel these schools provide entry to

an entrenched bureaucracy rather than an opportunity for exciting social

service ?
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9. THE CREDENTIALS MONOPOLY

No one wants to be operated on by someone who professes to be a doctor

but has not been qualified by competent authorities. Certification proce

dures—including the awarding of grades and degrees by colleges and uni

versities — are a necessary part of our system of public protection and a

convenience to everyone . But when the reliance on education credentials

compels individuals to spend tedious hours and years in school against their

interest , perpetuates social inequality, gives one group in society unique and

arbitrary power over the lives of many, establishes conditions in which people

will be dissatisfied and unhappy with their jobs, undermines the educa

tional process, and all this unnecessarily — then the time has come to change

these practices.

The inequities and absurdities of the current state of affairs are finally

being recognized . In the expanding economy of the 1960's, the need for labor

heightened awareness that formal educational requirements might be keeping

individuals out of jobs . Concern for the minorities focused attention on hiring

practices which seemed discriminatory. Many still in school rebelled against

the arbitrary authority which the schools seemed to have over them. Articles

with titles such as " Would Horatio Alger Need a Degree?" 1 appeared,

questioning whether grades and degrees really relate to success in later life.

Yet the credentials system continues, and , in some cases, becomes more

restrictive .

Job Screening and Job Performance

College credentials are not only a highly prized status symbol, but also the

key to many of the well-paying and satisfying jobs in American society. For

the past 20 years , personnel managers in both government and industry have

screened prospective employees on the basis of degrees - hiring those first

with the longest attendance in school. Educational institutions as employers

are, as one would expect, among the most insistent that their employees have

full credentials . In some cases, school districts regularly base teachers' salaries

on the number of credits earned toward higher degrees in order to encourage

them to the maximum formal education.2
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From the studies we have seen and the interviews we have had with

employers, we believe that educational credentials are not only increasingly

required for jobs, but that the requirements themselves are rising. Techno

logical changes sometimes force skill requirements up, but our judgment is

that, in many cases, these requirements are going up arbitrarily. As the supply

of formally trained and educated individuals has increased, employers have

simply responded by raising their standards , even though the jobs themselves

may not have changed. This is particularly evident at the high school level,

where the possession of a degree is a necessary admission ticket even to semi

skilled jobs; 3 yet it is also increasingly true at the college level . In some places,

educational requirements for jobs vary with the academic calendar, rising as

the end of the school year approaches and new graduates flood the market.*

While educational credentials are, in many cases , indispensable for getting

a job, there is increasing evidence that they have little to do with how well an

individual performs a job . A recent and instructive study of this issue was

conducted by Ivar Berg of Columbia University . Berg inquired whether

better educated employees in a variety of occupations — textile workers, instal

lation workers of a utility company, workers in a hosiery manufacturing plant,

technicians in a paper company, secretaries, insurance agents, bank tellers, air

traffic control personnel — performed better than their coworkers who had

less formal education. Using a range of measures of performance--- promo

tions, merit pay increases, employer evaluations , dollar value of insurance

policies sold, etc. — Berg found that they did not, and concluded that many

employers demanded too much formal education for the jobs they offer. He

also found that “ overeducation” was a prime cause of dissatisfaction and

turnover .

One might suspect that the lack of a positive relationship between formal

education and on -the-job performance might be characteristic of blue-collar

and white collar jobs but not of the professions, where extensive formal train

ing is a prerequisite to entering a field . But, while there are obvious minimum

competencies required to be, for example, a successful architect, the relation

ship between formal education and performance is not nearly as direct as

might be assumed. One review of a number of studies covering students

trained in business, school teaching, engineering, medicine, and scientific

research found almost no correlation between the course grades of students

in these fields and their on - the- job performance.

Men who hold degrees in management are among the most sought-after of

university graduates. Yet a study of the career records of nearly 1,000 gradu

ates of the Harvard University Graduate School of Business Administration

led one scholar to conclude that the academic success of these graduates was

not associated with their business achievements. Another study of the median

salaries of graduates of the same school found that the salaries leveled off

a
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approximately 15 years after the graduates entered business, and, on the

average, did not increase significantly thereafter. These studies suggest that

the men who get to the top in management have developed skills that are

simply not taught by formal education . Finding problems and opportunities ,

initiating action , and following through to attain the desired results requires

behavior which is neither measured by examinations nor developed by discus

sing in the classroom what someone else should do.

There would be great humor in this situation were not so many individual

lives so deeply affected . Colleges and universities are filled with people

who seek only to be certified . Yet the grades and degrees these institutions

issue are used as false currency in the employment market-- they really testify

to little about an individual's chance for success. ( Disputes among educa

tional institutions concerning transfer credits and credentials suggest that

they themselves don't honor this currency.) Meanwhile, employers act

against their own self- interest by continuing to raise the educational stand

ards for the jobs they have to fill.

a

Monopolistic Practices

Credentials—in a generic sense- -are awarded by many institutions. Em

ployers often regard service in the Army, a stint in the Peace Corps, or

membership on the college football team as valuable experiences, but they

are not regarded as educational credentials ; these can only be awarded

by formal educational institutions . Moreover, the only way to acquire educa

tional credentials is to accumulate academic credits, which, for most

individuals, means putting in time at educational institutions. The bache

lor's degree certifies a certain level of competency ; what it really involves is

4 years at college.

Over the years, periodic reforms have been undertaken designed to speed

the acquiring of a degree. In 1951 , the Ford Foundation helped initiate

an advanced placement program whereby high school students in their

senior year could take special " college level courses. Upon the successful

completion of advanced placement examinations, these students could then

receive exemption from certain courses and advanced standing in college .

In 1955 , this program was taken over by the College Entrance Examina

tion Board, which has since developed standardized tests. Yet these tests

are available only in certain fields and can be substituted only for particular

courses - usually after difficult negotiations with the faculties concerned.

They make the lockstep process only slightly more bearable for aggressive

students .

There are, of course, boards and agencies for a number of professions

often backed by State law — which certify and license individuals to per

form certain tasks . But rather than provide alternative routes, nearly all
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of these agencies reinforce the monopoly which educational institutions

have over the awarding of credentials . Medical licensing requirements are

a recognized scandal —but so are practices in other fields. Thirty -three

States now have laws requiring individuals to possess a law school degree

before being admitted to legal practice, and in 13 States, the American

Bar Association must itself accredit the law schools.

The system is nearly as self - contained and self -reinforcing in a great many

nonprofessional fields. There are approximately 550 licensed occupations

in the United States, with the occupations licensed in each State varying

widely. 10 Many State licensing boards not only have the authority to accept

new practitioners into an occupation , but also to suspend licenses and over

see practices. Seldom is there consensus as to what constitutes a qualified

individual . Many of the licensing boards do not use standard tests to deter

mine technical qualifications. If an individual moves to another State, he

may well have to retake whatever tests exist, or even return to school.

Should an experienced nurse's aide wish to become a licensed practical

nurse , she must leave her job , enter and complete a nursing school pro

gram . Rarely is there any consideration of her previous experience on the

wards. Having finally become a licensed practical nurse, she may later

aspire to advance in her field and become a registered nurse . Yet to do so ,

she must again return to school to climb the next rung of the educational

ladder, and, in many cases , begin again as a freshman .

In almost every other occupational field, a parallel situation exists.

Occupations are conceived of as discrete, each requiring a certain term of

formal education . Rarely is there provision for competency testing to waive

requirements. Mobility is further restricted because schools are organized

on the basis of administrative convenience rather than the specific needs

of people. Enrollment can take place only at specified times. Night courses

in many fields are diminishing.

Certification and Education : Growing Conflict

If the educational purposes of colleges and universities were well served

by the monopoly they hold over the administration of examinations, grades,

and degrees, it would be harder to see a way out of the current state of

affairs. But they are not.

Grades recognize and reward academic achievement. Degrees identify

different levels of achievement and different types of programs, and hence

mark out the courses of instruction which are open to students. Both, we

believe, are necessary to most educational institutions and can be used

to strengthen the educational mission . 11 Yet there is also a conflict between

the functions of providing education and certifying competency. The con

flict is made more acute because there are no other ways for individuals to

become certified .
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This forced -draft education often poisons attitudes toward learning which

is equated with formal education . The enormous value of a liberal educa

tion has little to do with getting a credential . Those who leave without a

degree often carry with them a sense of failure . One observer goes so far

as to suggest that the function of 2 -year institutions in higher education is to

convince students and their parents gently that they were not really suited

for college in the first place . 12

As certifying institutions, colleges have developed a host of devices— ex

aminations, grades, academic requirements, residency requirements, and so

forth — which require administrators and faculty members to exercise con

stant authority over the work and lives of students . As resentment toward

these practices has grown, it has become increasingly difficult to combine

the roles of teacher and judge . We have seen many students who have re

jected formal teaching and learning altogether because they reject the

arbitrary authority which faculty members and administrators hold over

their lives .

Lowering the Credentials Barrier

It is time to halt the enormous and growing power which colleges and

universities have as sorting and screening institutions.13 One necessary

course of action is to reduce the reliance on educational credentials as ad

mission tickets to careers. We must develop mechanisms and criteria for

measuring an individual's potential for a job that are more relevant than

those now universally assumed to be valid . Some studies suggest that moti

vation , perseverance, and experience might be identified by new kinds

of tests which employers could utilize . But far more valid , we believe, would

be apprenticeship arrangements and other forms of " precareer” training,

in which employers would hire without excessive regard for the amount

of formal education applicants have had - and perhaps with the under

standing that they will have additional opportunities to pursue formal

education later in life .

Colleges and universities can do their part to reduce the overreliance on

credentials. They can study what happens to their graduates, and what

the correlations are between academic success and occupational perform

ance. They can treat their credentials as internal matters, between the

school and the student, and resist servicing government and industry by

providing spurious predictions as to how a given graduate will fare in a

new role.

The more immediate need, however, is to break the credentials monopoly

by opening up alternative routes to obtaining credentials. The monopolistic

power of existing colleges and universities cannot be justified on the grounds

of their effectiveness in screening for occupational performance, nor on the
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grounds that being the sole agencies for awarding degrees and credentials

is necessary to their educational mission . Internal reforms now under way

a deemphasis on grades , more independent work, credit for off -campus

experience, modest expansion in the use of equivalency examinations — are

important but not enough . New paths to certification are needed .
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10. THE UNFINISHED EXPERIMENT

IN MINORITY EDUCATION

The year 1966 marked the beginning of a major undertaking to incorpo

rate members of ethnic minorities into the mainstream institutions of

American higher education . Prior to the 1960's, the higher education of

many minorities was ignored, and that of blacks was primarily the province

of the 4-year black colleges. Today, prodded by the civil rights revolution

and concern for the disadvantaged , colleges and universities, from the most

to the least selective, in all regions, profess a responsibility to meet the

educational needs of minorities.

We as a nation are thus engaged in the most far -reaching reform in higher

education of the postwar period, one that tests the capacity of our institu

tions to transform themselves to serve all students better. Yet, to date, only

a few studies evaluating the results are available.1

The information on the participation of blacks- poor as it isis better

than that for other minorities. Black students also tend to be the recipients

of the strongest feelings toward minority students — both of good will and

hostility. Because black students have been the pathbreakers, how the

experiment in minority education is judged will largely be the question of

how well black students do, how they are seen , and how they see themselves.

Thus, it is primarily black students whom critics of minority programs

have had in mind in implying that such programs have lowered the academic

standards of institutions and seriously diminished the value of degrees;

that soaring minority enrollments have denied places to more highly qualified

students; and that admission of large numbers of ill- prepared (and conse

quently frustrated ) minority students has contributed heavily to campus

unrest. In each case, available facts simply do not substantiate these

implications.

Soaring enrollments. The impression has sometimes been created that

colleges are overcommitted to minorities and that quotas of 10 to 12 percent

are common. Blacks, as a percent of total enrollment, are barely holding

their own ; they average only 3 percent of enrollment in predominantly

white institutions . ?
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Cheap degrees. Open admissions have been held responsible for lowered

standards — yet open admissions have been the practice at some State univer

sities for many years.' Different criteria have clearly been used for admissions

of some minority students, but there is little or no evidence of any change

in degree standards. The career performance of blacks seems roughly com

parable to that of other students.

Minority students and disruption. Minority students have indeed been

responsible for some campus disruptions, and these seem to have made a

particular impression on the public mind, but more intensive coverage of

student unrest has revealed that black students, by and large, are concerned

with acquiring an education ; the typical disrupter is white and middle -class.

The need for a factual appraisal of such charges as they relate to black

students should not, however, obscure the fact that members of other minor

ity groups are entering higher education in increasing numbers. They are

fewer, to be sure, and, in the case of Spanish -surnamed Americans and

American Indians, their rates of participation in higher education are also

lower than those for blacks. As a result, data providing a coherent picture

of their progress are even harder to obtain . We emphasize the data concerning

blacks in higher education because those are the best data available. It is

not intended to suggest that other minorities and disadvantaged whites have

the same needs as blacks ; or that a program successful for one will work for

another; or that programs for other groups should have a lower priority.

The difficulty in appraising the involvement and achievement of members

of minorities is not alone the result of inattention to the facts on the part

of those who are hostile. Those friendly to minority students have not been

anxious to establish the facts. Proponents of the programs have avoided

sober assessments of their true cost, the dropout rate, and the magnitude

of the adjustment required of all parties — the institutions, the minority

students, and their fellow students. Determination to profess loyalty to the

idea has sometimes choked off needed debate and constructive criticism .

We think it essential, despite the obvious difficulties, to estimate the degree

of success so far.

a

Black Access to Higher Education

The simple measure of the status of blacks in higher education is enroll

ment ; yet it can be one of the most misleading. In a confidential memoran

dum that reached the press, Counsellor Daniel Patrick Moynihan advised

President Nixon : “Negro college enrollment rose 85 percent between 1964

and 1968 , by which time there were 434,000 Negro college students. ( The

total full-time university population of Great Britain is 200,000 . ) ” 4 Such

a comparison implies substantial progress in educating minorities. In fact,

" 4
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the absolute increase in enrollment of blacks from 1964 to 1969 was con

siderable ; but when the growth in black enrollment is compared to growth

in total enrollment, the gains appear much less substantial. According to

the Bureau of the Census Current Population Survey, black enrollment

as a percent of the total actually declined from 1964 to 1966. Since then

it has been rising, but very gradually ( see table 2 ) .

Table 2. — Recent black participation in higher education as a percentage of total enrollment

(Figures in thousands]

Total black

enrollment

Blacks as a percentage

of total enrollmentTotal enrollment

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

4 , 643

5, 675

5, 999

6, 401

6, 801

7, 435

234

274

282

370

435

492

5. O

4. 8

4. 7

5. 8

6. 4

6. 6

It is possible that these figures overstate black participation. Other studies

show that black enrollment may be lower than Census figures indicate. In

any case, while blacks have lately shared in the growth of enrollments, they

have not gained in proportion to their numbers. Whereas black students

constitute 12 percent of the college -age population, they still constitute only

6.6 percent of college students . Whereas black student enrollment rose by

about 250,000 in the past 5 years, nonblack student enrollment rose by

2,500,000 ; that is, blacks accounted for only 9 percent of the enrollment

growth .

To measure access, one must also consider the kinds of institutions and the

programs that students attend . At least until very recently, half the black

students have attended predominantly black colleges.? Enrollment at these

has been growing relatively slowly. The significant change since 1966 has

been in the predominantly white colleges because their black enrollments

previously were minimal . While the percentage of the total enrollment at

these "white" institutions still averages only 3 percent, it is visible and grow

ing, creating a sense of barriers coming down in all sections of the country.”

All types of preponderantly white institutions have shared in this change,

but unevenly. Many private colleges and universities and a few major State

universities have taken a leadership role, with or without formal minority

student programs, and have black enrollments of 4 to 8 percent. But the

largest total numbers of students ( and percentages of enrollments ) have been

7
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at the other end of the institutional spectrum — at the urban , open admission,

community colleges and 4-year colleges.10

Another dimension of access is the degree to which minority students are

willing, able, and encouraged to enroll in all of the different curricular pro

grams of the institution. Black students are concentrated in a few majors,

principally in business, education , the social sciences, and the non-M.D.

health professions. 11 While the lack of adequate preparation in many fields

can be compensated for, a weak background in mathematics and science is

a recalcitrant barrier to minority students who would otherwise like to major

in science and engineering. Unless some improvement can be made in the

secondary schools blacks attend, the number of blacks in medicine, science,

and engineering will remain low.

Achievement

Assessors of the effectiveness of the experiment in minority higher educa

tion must be wary of unconsciously reflecting or inadvertently serving the

ideological interests of partisan observers on both sides.

Data on the academic achievement of blacks- -as measured by grades and

persistence rates -- are even more fragmentary and conflicting than those on

access. Most of the evidence available from various colleges shows that the

average grades of blacks are somewhat lower than the average grades of all

students.12 There is a danger that we may obscure an important point in dis

cussing the " average” of black students . Not all are risk students. Many have

grades and test scores that exceed regular admission criteria .

The normal selection criteria for admission to college - high school grades

and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores - are reasonably reliable predictors of

performance in colleges for blacks and for students generally.13 Since both

measure competence in traditional academic work, and since many blacks

have had little exposure to good schools, it is not surprising that high school

grades and SAT scores are, as a whole, significantly lower for black entrants

than they are for college entrants . However, there is some limited evidence

that blacks who persist in their studies perform somewhat better in college

than would have been predicted on the basis of these measures . 14

We investigated whether " grade-bending ” in favor of black and other

minority students occurs — which would tend to discount some of the achieve

ment noted above. In canvassing faculty in a variety of colleges, we found

that it does. As other groups have found for years ( athletes perhaps the most

notably ) , some minority students have learned that certain courses are easy

grade opportunities. However, in large universities where class size and im

personal grading procedures operate to control against grade-bending, the

achievement of blacks is not markedly different from that where smaller

classes are the rule. We suspect that, as minority students become a more

routine part of the campus scene , faculty members will gradually come to
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treat them as they do any other students. The evidence does not suggest that

present grade-bending either seriously affects academic standards or is per

manently entrenched .

In this appraisal we did not reopen the more fundamental debate as to

whether grades adequately measure the achievement or the value of educa

tion . There is an interesting new piece of evidence , however. Brown Univer

sity recently studied the postcollege achievement of high -risk students ( all

students, not just minorities, whose entering SAT scores were 100 points

or more below the norm ) and found no discernible differences from the

achievement of its regular entrants.15 The results of this study are reinforced

by the general feeling expressed to us by a number of graduate school deans,

faculty, and admissions officers that a remarkably capable group of young

blacks from high - risk programs are now seeking admission to graduate

schools, and that, when they graduate with bachelor's degrees, they tend to

do well in postgraduate education .

Another measure of achievement is the number of black students who

persist to the completion of a degree . The data again are mixed. Many uni

versities show persistence rates for blacks that are lower than the average

of all students ; a few show higher rates. One clear finding, however, is that

blacks at selective institutions have much higher persistence rates than those

at unselective institutions.16 In part , this happens because better students

are admitted to selective schools ; in part, because students at selective insti

tutions have a high expectation of success, whereas at unselective institutions,

dropping out is the norm . Talks with faculty at community colleges where

a disproportionate amount of enrollments is black indicate a difficult prob

lem . A great many black students register and attend classes at the semester

opening, but their numbers dwindle rapidly until, within a month or so ,

only relatively few are left.

Special programs tailored to the needs and problems of minority students

can make a difference.17 One of the best, CUNY's SEEK Program, has had

a 50 percent dropout rate during its 1st year.18 While that rate seems dis

appointing, considering the effort at pretraining, tutoring, and counseling,

it can be viewed as encouraging when one considers the poor preparation of

the students involved and the high dropout rates for all students in the same
institutions.

On the whole, we conclude that large numbers of black students can

perform close to the existing standards at all types of colleges and uni

versities. With well-run special programs , high -risk students are more likely

to stay in college . Persistence rates for blacks at many institutions will ap

proach the average for all students, but, at the least selective colleges, drop

out rates remain discouragingly high . Grades will likely continue to be

lower.19 This fact may not have much bearing on those who persist to

graduation, however, in terms of later careers.
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If the national experiment in minority education is to be valid — and if it

is to make further progress — educators must begin to understand what it

means to be a minority student. Differences in cultural background are

becoming more apparent ( and may even be getting wider as more " high

risk ” students enter ) , and recognition of these realities is mandatory if

we are to respond intelligently to what minority students need . In our

conversations with minority students and those who deal with them, we

began to deepen our own understanding about some points that must be

widely disseminated.

Historically upwardly mobile groups have looked to educational institu

tions as the principal avenue of social mobility — and the generalization holds

for today's minority students in their attitude toward college access. In addi

tion , minority students as a group aspire to more years of education than do

whites.20 Today, when college is more important to mobility than ever

before, and when family pressures, to succeed are so intense, this force on

minority students is a crucial factor in minority education .

What distinguishes minority students from other groups that have used

higher education as an avenue of mobility is that today's minorities can never

really leave their communities. "Going to college ” has always carried with it

a measure of "you can't go home again " ; but today's minorities have to live

with the converse — that you can't leave your ethnic or racial identity

behind.

This conflict of being caught between two cultures — that of the ethnic

and racial community on the one hand and that of the national social struc

ture on the other — forms the basic dilemma of minority education in

contemporary American society.

The pressure on minority students from their own communities is not

simply a matter of personal achievement. For, while these young people are

often viewed as “disadvantaged ” by society at large, they are viewed as

extraordinarily “advantaged” by their own communities — and they must

bear the dual role of paupers and princes. Their successes and failures are

community successes and failures.

At the same time, the pressure to succeed in college for many minority

students is also a pressure to give up not only community ties but also com

munity dialects, habits, and values — and at just the time when the ethnic

community is determined to emphasize and cultivate these traits as signs of

a newfound pride and self -esteem . Yet few faculty and administrators with

whom we have discussed these issues seem to appreciate what a cruel di

lemma this is, or what a hostile and threatening environment the campus can

be for a minority student . Some institutions are grappling with this dichotomy

through such devices as ethnic study programs or, on a broader scale, com

munity programs. We see no easy path ahead for its resolution .
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The Depth of Public Commitment

Commitment to the ideals of minority access to higher education is essen

tial, but it is not enough—and least useful of all is a purely rhetorical com

mitment. In some measure, it is a matter of how much we are willing to

invest. From our discussion with educational officers and the limited data

available, it is obvious that the estimates made a few years ago of the cost

of achieving effectively equal educational opportunity substantially under

stated the true amounts . It was a brave beginning back in the mid - sixties.

But now the glamour has worn off and we are able to see more realistically

the dimensions of the task ahead .
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11. BARRIERS TO WOMEN

The higher education community prides itself on its leading role in the

fight to end intolerance in American society . Yet with regard to women ,

colleges and universities practice a wide range of discriminatory practices.

These institutions view women primarily as wives and mothers and their

education as preparation for these functions.

The Task Force has identified three major types of barriers which block

full participation by women in higher education : first, overt discrimination

by faculties, deans, and others acting in official capacities ; second, practical

institutional barriers, such as rigid admission and residence requirements,

and a lack of campus facilities and services, which makes participation in

higher education incompatible with many women's other interests and

activities; and third, the ingrained assumptions and inhibitions on the part

of both men and women which deny the talents and aspirations of the latter.

The unique role of higher education gives it extraordinary leverage to

either help or hurt women's chances for equality of opportunity. When col

leges and universities deny women the chance to gain skills and credentials,

they increase the likelihood that women will not receive equal opportunities

in all other social institutions for the rest of their lives.

Higher education exerts another kind of leverage as well . Colleges and

universities take upon themselves the task of forming and sanctioning the

attitudes and practices which educated people will thereafter consider

reasonable. If it is fairness which they sanction, all women are helped ; but

if it is discrimination they sanction, all women are hurt, educated or not.

The Present Extent of Inequality

Comparisons of the participation and attainments of men and women in

higher education reveal a clearly unequal pattern.

Although , in high school, women earn better grades and higher test

scores than men, ” fewer enter college, and they attain only 41.5 percent

of the bachelor's and first professional degrees.2

Although women in college earn better undergraduate records than

men , fewer enter graduate school.3
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Most of the degrees earned by women are in a few fields of study, such

as education , the humanities, and the health professions. Thus, aggre- did,

gate figures on attainment of women exaggerate their opportunities in

higher education .
This

Even within those fields considered acceptable, women are confined to char

subordinate functions. While virtually all the nursing graduates are

women, they represent only eight percent of graduating physicians.” Womec

If there were any assurance that the denial of equality is rapidly becoming In or

a thing of the past, there could perhaps be some complacency. But it is not

merely residual; in some ways, it is increasing. The proportion of 18- and

19-year-old males enrolled in higher education increased 20 percent between

1950 and 1966, but the participation of females increased only 11 percent.s
that

The percentage of master's degrees obtained by women reached its peak in

1930 at 40.4 percent and declined to 38 percent in 1968, while the per

centage of doctor's degrees obtained by women reached its peak in 1930 at

15.4 percent, and was down to only 12.6 percent in 1968.7
suppos

We believe that it is not the case that opportunities exist for women which

they simply decline to exercise . Rather, we find that there are specific barriers

which block their progress and which will not disappear without conscious educa

effort.
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Discrimination Against Women as Students

The first such barrier is outright discrimination against women as stu

dents, especially at the graduate level . Although few admissions officers or

members of graduate fellowship committees would confess to discrimination

on the basis of race, many openly argue that women should be denied oppor

tunities because they are women. For example, the Academic Senate of the

University of California, Berkeley — an institution renowned for its commit

ment to civil liberties — recently received the following report of an interview

between a social science department chairman and a women candidate for

graduate study :

“ I suppose you went to another college ?”

“ I attended U.C. Berkeley."

“ But you didn't finish ? ”

“ I was graduated with a B.A.”

" Your grades weren't very good ?”

“ I was named to Phi Beta Kappa in my junior year and was graduated summa

cum laude.”

" You have to have 16 to 18 units of X. You don't have that, do you ? ”

“ As my transcript shows, I had 18 units of X, mostly A's, one or two B’s.”

" I'm going to disallow all 18 because they were so long ago . You understand

that , don't you ? There's no point in trying to replace the undergraduate course

in order to qualify. You could not do it part-time ; you would have to take 18
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units in one year. Then you would probably not get into graduate school . If you

did, you would meet so much hostility that I doubt if you would stay in . Most

women do not finish their work, and we couldn't take a chance on you . We

don't want women in the department anyway, and certainly not older women .

This may be unfair to you in light of your record , but we just are not going to

chance it." 8inec 8
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Women's Education as a "Poor Investment"

In order to justify discrimination against women in higher education , the

argument is often made that their education is a poor investment of educa

tional resources. The argument has two parts : first, it is argued that women

are much less likely to complete their training than men ; second , it is argued

that women who do complete their training are much less likely to use it

because they are likely to marry, become housewives, and give up any idea of
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Both parts of the argument have much less basis in fact than is usually

supposed. What basis there is seems clearly attributable to artificial obstacles

that unnecessarily stand in the way of women completing and using their

education, rather than to some innate disposition of women regarding their

educational and career goals.

The facts tend to contradict the view that women are poorer risks than

men in their disposition to complete training. The percentage of entering

undergraduate students who graduate in 4 years is about 15 percent higher

for women than for men. ' As for graduate students, the record for comple

tion is so poor for male students in the fields of the humanities and social

sciences ( the fields most open to women ) that it is absurd to make compari

sons unfavorable to women . The available data suggest, if anything, that

women do about the same as men : women constituted 30 percent of gradu

ate and professional students in 1967, but earned 35.8 percent of the master's

and first professional degrees awarded in 1968.10

Two points may account for the impression department chairmen seem

to have that women are less likely to complete their training. First, in our

society, most women move where their husbands' educational and career

opportunities take them . The result is that women must often transfer from

one institution to another to complete their training. Women thus are less

likely to complete their training at the institution where they began . If, in

some field , they are less likely to ever complete it, this might be attributed in

large measure to the unwillingness of accessible institutions to accept them

as transfer students and give them the support which a nontransferring

male student would receive as a matter of course .

The second part of the “ poor investment” argument seems also unsup

ported by the facts. In 1968 , 42 percent of all women of working age

were in the labor force. 11 Women who complete their training do, in fact,
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tend to use it , and the more training they have, the higher are their rates

of participation . Fifty-four percent of the women who have bachelor's

degrees are in the labor force, and 71 percent of those who have 5 or more

years of higher education are working . 12 More than 90 percent of women

who received doctorates in 1957-58 were employed in 1964, and 79 percent

of them had not interrupted their careers in the intervening years.13 More

over, there is a strong correlation between the number of years of higher

education and the likelihood that a woman will be working in her field

of major study, i.e. the field where educational resources have been most

intensively invested in her training. 14 Nor do women Ph. D.'s let marriage

interfere with their productivity. Those who are employed full time publish

slightly more than either men Ph . D.'s or unmarried women Ph. D.'s.15

Discrimination Against Women in Academic and Professional Life

In one sense, the “poor investment" argument is self -fulfilling. The normal

incentives of prestige and money for active participation in professional

fields are, to an important extent, withheld from women , especially mar

ried women.

Higher education discriminates against women as employees even more

than it does as students . A 1966 Office of Education study estimated that,

on college faculties, women comprised 32 percent of instructors, 20 percent

of assistant professors, 15 percent of associate professors, and 9 percent

of full professors.16 A substantial part of these differences is due to the fact

that women are made to wait longer for promotion. Women who do achieve

the rank of full professor wait 2 to 5 years longer than men in the biological

sciences, and as much as 10 years longer in the social sciences.17 Moreover,

married women must, overall wait 5 to 10 years longer than single women.

In professional and business life there is similarly less economic reward.

Starting salaries tend to be lower. A survey conducted in November 1969,

regarding jobs and salaries expected to be offered by 206 companies to

June 1970 college graduates, showed a differential in the salary offer to

be made to men and women with the same college majors in a wide variety

of fields. 18

Women can only look forward to dropping still further behind as their

careers progress. The difference in median salaries for men and women is

more than $3,000 in chemistry, physics, mathematics, economics, and the

biological sciences. Women similarly average lower salaries than men in

each of the academic ranks.19 In this sense, then, women's education is a

poorer investment than men's, for they are denied the same income as a

return on investment. They do, however, earn much better salaries, com

pared to other women, the more years of higher education they have

completed.

a
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A common myth is that opportunities for women in American society,

though not equal, are opening up and that discrimination is steadily declin

ing. When we see that the share of master's and doctor's degrees earned by

women was higher between 1920–1940 than it was during the decade of

the 1960's; 20 and that women's median salary income, as a percent of men's,

decreased by 5.7 percent from 1955 to 1968 ( from 63.9% to 58.2 % ) ; 21

and that the plight of the woman in education and the job market has not

improved, but worsened ; and when we add to this the information that

there are fewer women elected to public office at all levels today than during

those same previous decades, we get an overall view that the American
woman is not only failing to hold her own, but is losing ground.

The Lockstep and the Lockout

The prevailing college and university structure presents an array of prac

tical hurdles for women. The problems of access and the educational lock

step that we have noted create barriers that are particularly difficult for

women. The fact that these barriers exist today is due, in part, to a failure

to analyze and understand the needs of women and, in part, to a lack of

consensus that they should be removed .

Rigid policies and practices pressure women into making a choice between

marriage and children or advanced study and a career, causing many women

to lose out permanently. Women who take time out to marry and work or to

raise children for several years find it extremely difficult to return to aca

demic life. Residence requirements, the inability to transfer credits, insist

ence on full-time study, lack of child -care facilities, and inadequate health

services are most frequently cited as problems that keep women from under

taking or completing their undergraduate and graduate studies. Women are

frequently discriminated against in obtaining fellowships and travel grants

and such amenities as married-student housing.

A recent AAUW survey exploring sex discrimination on the college campus

reveals that only 5 percent of the schools reporting provide any kind of day

care services for children of students.22 Evidently, colleges that are willing to

spend enormous sums on athletic facilities, used principally by men, recoil at

the thought of establishing such facilities as a nursery where women can

leave their children in order to attend classes.

One inevitable and damaging result of this combination of discrimination

and lack of adequate facilities is that women students are encouraged to

conclude that they should think of themselves only as potential wives and

mothers, or, at best, as teachers or nurses. Several studies confirm that even

very talented women students are affected by what Mary Bunting, the presi

dent of Radcliffe, has called the " climate of unexpectation ” 23 for women ,

and that their aspirations decline as they go through college24

>
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Society's Assumptions About Women

The most formidable barrier to full participation by women in higher

education is the assumptions of both men and women about the role of

women in our society. These assumptions are internalized by individuals

and incorporated into the structure of our institutions without being obvious.

Instead, they appear to be the natural outgrowth of what society believes

to be women's proper responsibilities.

An important fact about the barrier created by these assumptions is that

there is, as yet, no consensus that it should be removed . While some Ameri

cans regard discrimination against women as gross injustice and detrimental

to the whole society, others see it as a perfectly natural division of social

roles based upon inherent differences between men and women. There is

today a deep concern about the decline of family life as the main focus of

American society . Consequently, any discussion of equalizing opportunities

for careers for women unleashes powerful and deeply held feelings among

many people.

It is becoming apparent that the prevailing view of women's appropriate

role in society has been based on ignorance and misunderstanding, on a fail

ure to think of women as individuals with intellects which need stimulation

and egos which need satisfaction , as among men. We are belatedly realizing

that when women's minds are awakened by an excellent education , they are

not going to be completely fulfilled by merely being gracious shadow -figures

for their husbands , if they choose to marry. Lack of outside, independent

interests often has a detrimental effect on the husbands and children of able,

intelligent women as well as on the women themselves . As with minorities,

the corrosive effect of repression and lack of opportunity for women goes

far beyond the individual.25

Colleges and universities have an unparalleled opportunity to affect the

status of women. Their role in the transmission of values and the preparation

of men and women for careers makes this opportunity a responsibility that

these educational institutions must not ignore if they are to be responsive to

the needs of society.
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12. EVERYBODY'S ANSWER : THE

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

a

The most striking structural development in higher education today is the

rapid growth of 2 -year institutions. These include vocational- technical

schools, branch campuses, and community colleges — the last of which are

clearly the most significant. In 1968, two million students — 25 percent of all

higher education enrollments — were in 2-year institutions, and over 80 per

cent of these were in community colleges.1

Enthusiasm for the community college is spreading. The Carnegie Com

mission on Higher Education has issued a major report proposing that there

be comprehensive community colleges within commuting distance of every

potential student by 1980. The report goes even further. It notes that a major

barrier to the development of community colleges has been the existence of

the competing types of 2 -year institutions, and recommends that these com

peting institutions either broaden their programs ( e.g. , become comprehen

sive community colleges) or at least not stand in the way of the community

college movement.3

We believe that community colleges have exciting possibilities, but our

study has led us to believe that their promise is rapidly being undermined. The

public, and especially the 4-year colleges and universities are shifting more

and more responsibility onto the community colleges for undertaking the

toughest tasks of higher education . Simultaneously, the problems we have

already identified — the poor match between the student's style of learning

and the institution's style of teaching, the lockstep pressure to attend college

directly after high school, the overemphasis on credentials — are overtaking

the community colleges and rendering them increasingly ill-equipped to per

form the immense tasks they have been given. The 2-year institutions are not

yet set in concrete, but the molds are being formed . Already, community

colleges have been converted in fact and in the public mind from community

institutions to " junior colleges”—kid brothers to the 4 -year institutions whose

interests they serve.

The Promise of the Community College

Community colleges are the leading edge of the effort to extend oppor

tunity for higher education beyond the elite to all citizens. This implies a
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mission of educational experimentation which could lead these institutions

in highly varied and distinctive directions . They are also , by virtue of their

geographic base, community institutions and this , too , implies a mis

sion of community orientation distinct from most other institutions of

higher education .

Community colleges could serve their communities in many ways. They

could enable the local community to develop new social ideas and the

goals and technology for handling its special local problems. Most of all,

community colleges could provide courses and formats of education which

are suited to the interests and needs of particular clienteles. A community

college could be a commuter or residential campus, or a holding company

for several very different kinds of educational enterprises.

We assume that whatever course it chooses, it wants to avoid being either

a repetition of high school, or an institution so determined to be all things

to all students that it evokes no response at all . Yet this is, in most cases,

what is happening.

The Junior College Scenario

The community college movement is a State -by - State phenomenon, far

more advanced in some States than others. Six States— California, Florida ,

Illinois, Michigan, New York, and Texas - account for two-thirds of the

total community college enrollment; California alone accounts for one

third. There is no even, national pattern to the emergence of community

colleges, but there are common elements in their development in leading

States. These constitute a discouraging scenario - involving the conversion

of promising new institutions into glorified high schools or lower - division

appendages of the 4-year institutions.

Community colleges generally began as extensions of high schools. In

time, they became autonomous units governed by local boards. We believe

that, at this stage, many community colleges might have taken root as local

institutions performing a range of educational tasks related to community

needs. Yet the States soon moved in to establish junior college systems.

Typically, there are two steps involved in this process: the adoption of a

State plan " fixing" the role of the community college; and the establish

ment of a centralized State agency to represent community colleges and

affect their development." These steps are augmented by the pressure from

State 4-year college systems for uniform requirements for transfer.

One role that has been assigned to community colleges is to extend the

opportunity for education beyond high school. As a result, they are seen

as " 13th and 14th grades." Great attention is paid to keeping open two

tracks — one to employment through vocational training, and one to further

academic training and later transfer to 4-year institutions.
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Yet, for most who enroll at community colleges, neither course is appro

priate. Though two -thirds choose the transfer program , few enjoy, excel at,

or persist in academic studies . Only a small percent actually complete

their course and transfer.6 Vocational programs are seen by students as

intended for " dumb kids, " as a permanent confinement to the enlisted

ranks . The student who wishes to start immediately on a career finds

himself confined to the least stimulating jobs and blocked from later educa

tion toward a bachelor's degree ( unless, of course , he is willing, after 2

years of college and several years of experience, to begin again as a fresh

man) . Little effort has gone into the development of programs that fully

engage the student's attention and allow him to develop his career and

education in stages.

The second role designed for the junior colleges is that of being the first

2 years, or lower division , for the 4 -year institutions in the State. Statewide

planning groups charged with designing the new systems of 2 -year insti

tutions are often dominated by a higher education establishment. Their

version of the junior college mission is to have them be the lowest rung in

the higher education ladder — a rung which will take the brunt of the en

rollment pressure ( a pressure they have helped to generate by repeated

calls for broader access ).

This role is enforced in several ways, but particularly ( as in California )

by restricting admissions to 4-year institutions but not to the junior colleges.

This is accompanied by strong pressures from within and without the

institution to articulate the junior college curriculum with that of the

4 -year colleges and universities . As a result, according to a recent survey ,

while junior college courses vary from emphasis on immediate job prepara

tion to preparatory courses for a baccalaureate degree, the academic bias

clearly predominates.

A second consequence of assigning to the junior colleges the role of

screening students to see which are capable of "more advanced work”8

is the stratification of higher education along class and racial lines. There

is already a tendency for junior colleges to enroll the student whose father

is a skilled , semiskilled , or unskilled worker, and the 4-year colleges to enroll

the student whose father is in a professional or managerial position . Black

students already represent a higher percentage of community college en

rollments than they do of 4 -year college enrollments.

Rewriting the Script

The " junior college scenario ” is thus one of the transformation of com

munity institutions into amorphous, bland, increasingly large, increasingly

State -dominated, 2-year institutions which serve a number of interests

other than that of their own students. No longer are they small in size.
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Community colleges now have an average enrollment of 2,500 students.

Almost 5 percent have enrollments over 10,000.10 Most are growing rapidly

and, were it not for the high dropout rates, enrollment pressures would

be far more severe.

Academic leaders in 4 -year colleges and universities see them as buffers

which will allow their institutions to preserve their “ academic integrity"

and concentrate on what they like best . High school officials see them as

institutions which can relieve high schools of the burden of preparing

students for meaningful careers. The public sees them as fulfilling a major

social commitment to educational opportunities for all — without realizing

that the majority of college students never complete their course of study.

Yet the junior college scenario described above — which has nearly been

played out in California — need not be continued . Within existing junior

colleges, there are individuals already fighting the trends. A recent survey

of community college faculty members, which asked what they would like

to have their institutions provide in higher education, revealed that more

faculty members requested increases in occupational programs, community

services and adult education than increases in lower -division academic

programs.11

There is time— but not much time . Graduating Ph. D.'s, unable to find

jobs in universities and colleges and now moving into the junior college

market, will add to the trend toward the conventional academic format.

Enrollment pressures are forcing abandonment of the concept of the in

timate campus. States are eagerly beginning to plan for “ their” junior

college systems, and the Federal Government is under increasing pressure

to finance the junior college movement through State - formula grants — a

mechanism guaranteed to replicate the junior college scenario across the

Nation .

What is needed are community colleges that fulfill the promise of their

name - colleges organized to meet the specific needs of the students they

serve .
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13. CHANGING COURSE

Preconditions for Action

a

The beginning of the decade of the 1970's seems a time of unprec

edented crisis for higher education . After a long and satisfying period of

growth, high public esteem , and ever - increasing financial support, higher

education now faces a period of student unrest, public antagonism , and fi

nancial uncertainty. Something has gone wrong. Continued growth and

prosperity will not come as easily as had been expected. There is growing

recognition that higher education needs reform .

The major impediment to change is the set of assumptions on which edu

cational policy is based. There is a conventional wisdom which holds that

we already know what the issues are ; that all we need is a commitment to

action . But the concentration on these issues has often blinded us to other and

more fundamental problems. Thus it is argued that the task is :

To expand our present system to provide each young American with a

chance at entrance .

Rather, we believe that, without major reforms, simply expanding

the present system will not provide meaningful education for the

ever-broader spectrum of students gaining entrance.

To maintain diversity by insuring that we continue to have both public

and private institutions.

We believe public and private institutions are becoming more and

more alike. Real diversity will require altogether new educational

enterprises, both public and private, that are meaningful for today's

students.

To meet the demand for relevance in education by developing new

curriculums.

We doubt whether many students have had sufficient exposure out

side the educational system to know what a relevant education might

be. Both students and faculty need more experience away from the

campus.

a
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To continue to improve the level of professional scholarship at our col

leges and universities.

We believe our colleges and universities must be less concerned with

academic prestige and more concerned with becoming centers of

effective learning.

To achieve the maximum coordination of higher education programs

within each State.

We believe that the drive for coordination is leading toward large,

centralized multicampus systems. The identity, integrity, and chance

to explore new directions at each campus must be enhanced now

before the opportunity for this is hopelessly eroded by growing

bureaucracy.

To obtain more money for higher education .

We believe the academic community must assess how effectively

available resources are utilized.

To expand the number of community colleges as rapidly as possible to

absorb the growing numbers of students who want to enter college.

We believe that community colleges should not be organizations that

absorb the leftover problems from the more prestigious segments of

higher education, but must develop their own distinctive missions.

In the past, national and State policy for higher education has been largely

a matter for the experts. Public support was assumed and, in fact, was always

forthcoming

The assumption of unquestioning public support is no longer valid . The

turmoil of recent years has caused many to question what was once accepted.

Today, the most pressing issues are not internal within higher education but

involve broad social decisions regarding its role in contemporary America,

decisions in which the public must have a voice . The resources required

already exceed 20 billion dollars, or more than 1 dollar out of every 50 spent

in the entire economy. This unprecedented commitment cannot exist by

public tolerance , but requires positive public support.

To regain positive public support, higher education must break free from

the conventional wisdom and examine itself critically. The preceding sec

tions have attempted to analyze some areas where the conventional assump

tions fail to match reality . These questions ( and many others not included )

must become issues of intense and open discussion . There is now an unusual,

but fleeting, opportunity for serious reform . For a few years, while there is

self-doubt in the academic community and uncertainty about the amount and

form of public support, new directions can be established . Then the calm

of business as usual will return , and the opportunity for change will pass.
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To reform itself before becoming hopelessly bogged down, to gain the solid

support it requires to play a central role in American life, higher education

urgently needs a sense of realism and a sensitivity to public concern as it

recharts its future. The next sections contain our suggestions for new direc

tions. Because that recharting must involve all parties — the Federal Govern

ment, the State governments, the colleges and universities, the public — we

have addressed these generally and not any one party.

New Educational Enterprises

We believe that the foremost task for public policy is to create conditions

under which new educational enterprises can be founded and can endure .

The majority of citizens can benefit from an appropriate education beyond

high school . But the present trend is for college to become a single type of

institution which offers only one mode of acquiring skills and knowledge.

While most students in selective institutions respond well to this mode, most

students in nonselective institutions ( a far greater number) do not. More

over, there is growing evidence that skill and interest in this academic mode

may have little to do with effectiveness in life. In this, there is a troublesome

and costly paradox : The expansion of American colleges and universities

is failing to help the majority of those individuals to learn for whom the

expansion was designed.

With a few notable exceptions , the most sweeping reform is at the selective

institutions, while it is at the unselective that the need to develop new ap

proaches is the greatest . Even if the effectiveness of teaching at these institu

tions could be greatly improved we believe that about half of the entering

students would continue to find the present academic format unattractive.

And many students who have developed the necessary academic skills to

succeed in the present format would prefer other approaches if they were

available.

a

What Is A New Enterprise ?

A new educational enterprise might be an offshoot of an existing institu

tion or a completely new institution . ( While both new institutions and new

units within established institutions are able to serve effectively as the cutting

edge of change, there is a tendency for existing institutions to co-opt any really

different approach, gradually imposing constraints that restore a condition

of sameness.)

New enterprises might take a variety of forms, but would include :

A single mission or set of related missions
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a

An educational format other than the classroom lecture -reading format

that now prevails.

In addition , they might well have one or more of the following elements :

A different concept of what constitutes a campus

A diversified faculty that includes members whose experience ranges

beyond that gained in the traditional graduate departments

Acceptance of experience as a legitimate part of education .

There are now few programs or institutions which meet these conditions .

Of the few we have seen, the College for Human Services in New York

has impressed us the most as showing the possibility of changing along many

dimensions :

The students are from low-income families and are typically 10 to 15

years older than the normal college age. About half do not have a high

school diploma. They are selected primarily on the basis of motivation .

The curriculum is organized around the professional skills to be learned,

includes work experience, is shortened to 2 years, and concentrates on

learning to serve the community. Traditional subjects do not appear

as courses in the traditional disciplines but as responses to needs de

veloped by the students as they progress .

The faculty and staff are an amalgam of graduates of traditional col

leges and graduates of the College for Human Services, supplemented

by faculty from surrounding institutions and professionals from the

community

The agencies at which the students work are drawn into the training

and become part -time educational institutions.

In addition to utilizing a new educational format, the college constitutes

an alternative path to a professional career .

This and other approaches we have encountered, such as the work-study

approach for technical training at Northeastern University in Massachusetts

and the small-group -centered, community -problem -oriented format at Staten

Island Community College, clearly seem to create interest and persistence

on the part of the students far greater than would be expected if they at

tended conventional colleges . Yet these remain relatively isolated models.

It is difficult for a Task Force such as ours, a State board for higher edu

cation , or a multicampus system to design such models. More often, as in

the three cases above, they are the creation of a persistent and imaginative

educational entrepreneur. The problem for public policy is to create the

conditions under which a range of new enterprises can flourish . Present

patterns of public funding, the practices of accrediting agencies, and the
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growing bureaucracy in higher education all impose formidable obstacles

which must be overcome.

New Enterprise Funding

We recommend that specific programs of funding be established that are

directed exclusively to encouraging new enterprises. The most effective form

of such funding would be special programs that allow educational entre

preneurs direct access to competitive grants. These grants should be awarded

in response to the best proposals, and made for a sufficient time span to

prove out a new approach .

There are many considerations involved in establishing such programs, but

several strike us as particularly important:

The private foundations and the Federal Government have had the

most experience with the competitive grant approach, and have had

some notable successes in establishing new enterprises. ( The College

for Human Services described above was founded on a grant from the

Office of Economic Opportunity. ) Yet both — particularly the Federal

Government-have failed to develop the requisite sense of boldness

and mission. Nor have they devised the imaginative grant reviewmech

anisms which will prevent their programs from being captured by

established claimants for funds . Participation by imaginative reviewers

from outside the educational field is one partial solution which we

strongly encourage.

State governments have almost never utilized the competitive grant ap

proach in providing funds for higher education . Because of their impor

tant and growing role, we believe that the States should undertake to

provide part of their funds in his form . The States are particularly

important to the less selective colleges and institutions interested in

vocational and career programs which often have limited access to the

Federal Government or the large private foundations.

One other approach to the encouragement of new enterprises that more

closely fit student needs is to provide much larger resources to students and

allow them to create a “market ” for education, a concept that has received

considerable attention in elementary and secondary education. Such an

approach assumes many things—rational and intelligent consumers, con

siderable information about alternative choices, etc.-and has many built-in

problems. One is that the students must control a sizable portion of the funds

available to institutions in order to have the power to effect change. The

power to influence the institutions will be much greater if part of the funds

accompanies the student but goes to the institution , that is, $2,000 will have

a
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more impact if $ 1,005 goes to the student and $1,000 goes with the student

to the institution .

Still , the difficulties of creating strong enough "market" pressures to make

a significant change in institutions are great. We believe that the basic

concept is so important -- and desirable — that the approach should be tried

first in some specific area . Graduate education is particularly suited to this

approach, and experiments might well be developed in this area .

Revision of the Role of Accrediting Organizations

In the name of protecting the standards of education, regional and special

ized accrediting organizations pressure new institutions to develop faculties,

buildings, and educational requirements on the pattern of established con

ventional colleges and universities. Moreover, these organizations

dominated by the guilds of each discipline --determine the eligibility of these

new institutions for public support . We believe that ( 1 ) the composition of

established accrediting organizations should be changed to include represent

atives of the public interest; and ( 2 ) Federal and State governments should

reduce their reliance on these established organizations for determining

eligibility for Federal support . ( The Regional Examining Universities men

tioned below offer one alternative criterion for recognition by funding

agencies . Institutions whose students score well on these examinations might

well become eligible for support. )

Opportunities for Entrepreneurs

For innovation to occur, energetic, imaginative individuals must be

attracted to careers in higher education and to the entrepreneurial task .

Reform and even some innovations can be planned and managed from the

command posts of the existing system — such as the new form of education

and certification by external degree initiated by the New York Commissioner

of Education ; but most real innovation in higher education — as in other walks

of life—will spring up from within and from below because some determined

and imaginative individual has committed himself to a new idea . The magnet

for attracting such an individual into higher education is opportunity.

The process of recruitment and advancement in academic administration is

not nearly so routinized as, for example, in government bureaucracies , or in

the elementary and secondary school systems. There is a very traditional route

to a college presidency that runs through a departmental chairmanship to a

deanship and finally to the president's office. Faculties, unlike elementary

and high school teachers, can gain fame and success — and build empires —,

but primarily in the fields of their research . But higher education is not as

open to individual entrepreneurs as are other fields and careers ( for example,

the law, or certain areas of business and public service ), and so entrepreneur>
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ship in teaching and learning or in educational organization , as disti.

research , goes relatively unrewarded. To make higher education

"where the action is ” —not only in research but teaching and learn

well — is a central task of public policy.

>

Breaking the Pattern of College Attendance

Some colleges are now moving in the direction of relaxing barriers to non

standard admissions and transfers, providing opportunities for part-time

students, and caring about individuals beyond “ college age” who are seeking

higher education, but these are gradual and marginal reforms. We believe

that the time has come to halt the academic lockstep and reconstitute our

colleges and universities as educational institutions for individuals of all ages.

Such a change would have the following benefits:

Students entering college would have experiences outside formal educa

tion which would strengthen their motivation and increase their ability

to choose " relevant” courses of instruction .

Entering and leaving college according to one's individual needs would

be socially legitimate. Involuntary students would be encouraged to

leave - while individuals who really wanted formal instruction would

be encouraged to enter.

College would become a place for integrating - rather than separating

the generations.

Costs would be reduced — for students would be more effective learners,

and colleges would be more effective centers of learning .

Such a break in social patterns will be extraordinarily difficult to accom

plish. Any effort to do so runs counter to the massive social assumption that

to be in college is the most acceptable thing one can do at age 18. Individuals

who choose to break the lockstep deny to themselves for a period the many

services which college provides — including the opportunities for dating and

marriage . They compete for jobs and interesting experiences on the outside

without the labels and credentials which colleges and universities provide.

And they take the risk so often pointed out by parents--that they might never

return to college for formal education .

No one policy or programmatic change, no one institutional reform, will

itself be sufficient to break the pattern . But a number of things can be done,

each valuable in itself, which together will have a cumulative effect. We

recommend :

Undergraduate and graduate admissions policies should be changed to

favor students who have had experiences outside school; and to admit

students without requiring that they forfeit their acceptance unless they
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immediately matriculate . Graduate schools ( particularly in the human

ities and social sciences) where " hanging on ” has especially high

personal and social costs, should consider requiring a break in college

attendance of 1 or 2 years as a condition of admission .

Financial aid to students, likewise, should be awarded so as to encourage

students to have experiences outside formal education . Discrimination

against part-time students should be ended . Colleges and other sources

of financial support should consider ways to vest aid in students who

wish to enter, leave, and reenter school ; and ways to give credit to

students who choose to engage in public and social service projects

before or during the completion of their formal higher education .

New forms of educational subsidies should be developed which will

provide " second chance” opportunities for college education to indi

viduals who do not go to college immediately after high school . There is

a range of social devices and sources of funds - pension funds , the social

curity system , education banks which generate capital through the

credit market - as well as conventional scholarships which could be

established to overcome the perishability of college opportunities.

Educational internships in government, industry, and social service,

cooperative education programs, work -study programs, and the like

should be greatly expanded . Public funds, on a matching basis, can be

used to encourage internships and other types of informal higher educa

tion , much as present manpower programs now involve subsidies to

emplovers for the training and retraining of individuals for jobs in the

labor force .

Taken together these changes may help create a climate in which college

attendance is more closely coupled to a student's readiness to learn . Only

when college is perceived as readily available at a later age will it be set aside

by many at the traditional age .

1

1

1

New Resources for Off-Campus Education

We believe it is time for a different approach to making higher education

more available and more stimulating for those people unable to attend a

college full time. Over the years, there has been a growing recognition of

the need for easier availability of educational opportunity. This has led to

the expansion of extension courses and the development of evening programs

at the new open -admission colleges, with a resultant doubling of part time

enrollment in the last 10 years.

But the usefulness of these programs has been artificially limited by their

relegation to second - class status within higher education, and by insistence
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that they replicate the traditional on-campus experience as completely as

possible. Almost all assume that any student , who, through part-time study,

develops a serious interest in working toward a degree, will transfer to full

time, on -campus status. As yet, the present system of higher education is ori

ented to the young and mobile.

It is time to do away with these limitations. What is needed is not just

gradual extension and expansion of the present form of continuing educa

tion , but new structural approaches in parallel. We propose that the resources

for education provided as a package by the college (formal instruction, read

ing, libraries, examinations, degrees, etc. ) be provided to the community as

separate services in order that individuals and groups can find their own

way to an education .

We believe there are literally millions who can benefit from new ap

proaches to an education . The preceding sections have identified some of

these :

Young people who choose not to go to college or who choose to leave

in the middle of their college program but who want some contact with

higher education .

Women who choose both family and education .

Those needing professional training for new careers .

Workers already involved with jobs and families.

Urban ghetto residents lacking the finances or self -confidence to go to

a campus.

Those who find the conventional college education unsatisfying or un

suited to their needs .

If separate organizations are established that provide the traditional

functions of the college directly to the community, individuals can fashion

and legitimize their own programs. Groups of housewives, professional soci

eties, students alienated from existing institutions, indigenous minority or

ganizations, or business firms can develop their own informal colleges.

Regional Examining Universities

While at first glance the functions of a college seem inseparable, closer

examination would indicate that their separation is not only possible, but

would have advantages. For instance, colleges in America now monopolize

the function of giving examinations and providing degrees. We propose that

equivalency examinations be developed so that individuals can receive credit

for skills and knowledge acquired in a variety of ways. We further propose

that new degree-granting institutions be established which could not only

administer these examinations but also grant college degrees.

a
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The college degree plays too large a role in American life. Much can and

should be done to reduce its influence with employers. Eliminating the mo

nopoly of degree - granting now held by our conventional colleges will not

only help in this process, but will also ease many of the stresses at the colleges

caused by concern for obtaining a degree rather than an education .

We believe that one way to achieve this is to create new regional exam

ining universities. These institutions would be degree -granting and exam

ining institutions alone—they would not offer courses but would administer

examinations and grant degrees. To insure that these degrees would be ac

cepted as equivalents of existing college degrees, representatives from the

most selective universities should be associated in their administration. The

United Kingdom has recently established an institution somewhat like this

the National Council for Academic Awards — which has already granted

over 25,000 degrees. Since our own study began, the State Department of

Education in New York has announced that consideration is being given

to a similar concept.

1

Regional Television Colleges

Many approaches based on new technologies have seemed to come to

fruition slowly after first being oversold as revolutionizers of the classroom .

Television, after a long and difficult start, is now an educational medium

overdue for serious use . Breakthroughs, such as inexpensive tape and play

back equipment, regular use of satellites, and growing use of cable tele

vision, permit new flexibility. The recent successes of TV—“Sesame Street,"

the Kenneth Clark Civilisation series, the remote classroom programs of

several engineering schools — have overcome much of the inertia and preju

dice stalling its use .

As one means of utilization , we recommend the establishment of regional

television colleges whose mission would be to develop and provide higher

education through the medium of television . The essential prerequisite for

these colleges is that they be total commitment institutions — not faculty

members simply giving lectures through a new medium, but combinations

of scholars, producers, directors, artists, and scriptwriters. A logical extension

of their capabilities would be the operation of tape libraries to provide

materials for wide use in the home, the firm , the traditional college, and

elsewhere.

Given the development of such institutions as these, one can visualize the

opportunity for many new forms of learning:

The use of cable TV to provide local origination , large numbers of

channels, and low cost
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Professionally prepared taped programs circulated to community col

leges so that the faculty in those courses, freed from the need to lecture,

could devote themselves to followup seminars and tutoring

Businesses or government agencies combining on -the- job training with

taped programs and tutoring, providing employees with a college -level

education and, through an examining university, a degree

Groups, such as minority organizations, anxious to run their own

college, but lacking the expertise and resources, tying their own efforts

to community -provided educational resources.

Individuals developing their own educational programs.

The Informal College and the Tutor

If some of the major resources required for acquiring a college - level

education , such as those described above, were available in the community,

we believe a wholly new approach to the concept of " faculty" could develop.

One can visualize the growth of tutoring as a profession - qualified and

certified teachers providing both small-group and individual instruction.

Even more important might be the development of informal colleges

organized in much the way that medical clinics are now, perhaps best de

scribed as learning clinics . Each might be owned and operated by a small

group of " faculty members, licensed as professionals. Some learning clinics

might specialize only in the humanities -- others in engineering. Some might

see as their clientele the housewife interested in a liberal education, others

the disadvantaged student anxious to gain a start toward a professional

career. Some learning clinics might specialize in developing their own way

of teaching subjects to people turned off by conventional classes - a clinic,

for example, that concentrates on how to make mathematics exciting for

those who have avoided it all through school. The possibilities seem without

limit. One might even imagine a learning clinic providing both individual

tutoring and small -group seminars as supplements to the taped programs it

provides over a local cable TV network , with its students obtaining creden

tials from a regional examining university.

Strengthening Campus Autonomy

During the postwar period, two significant trends have changed the role

of the individual campus. First, the rapid growth in enrollments at public

colleges has outstripped enrollment in the private sector. Second, public

campuses, which previously viewed themselves as autonomous and distinct

organizations much like the private colleges, today are grouped into multi

campus systems where pressures for centralized decisionmaking and bureauc
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racy are growing. These pressures have accelerated the trend to homogeneity,

diminished the sense of campus identity and solidarity, eroded the role of

the president, encouraged the rise of systemwide interest groups, and set

the stage for the politicizing of the university.

The growth of these systems and the resulting budget and political prob

lems make it ever more difficult for even the most enlightened State admin

istration to avoid a damaging and self -reinforcing cycle. With larger size ,

certain goals become more important, e.g. , matching facilities to the flow

of students, rational allocation of resources , and control of costs. Since indi

vidual campuses have often shown little interest in these problems, there

is a temptation to make the decisions centrally, either by a multicampus

board, the legislature, or the Governor. Since the problems of achieving

effective learning lend themselves poorly to centralized and politically based

decisionmaking, these efforts are usually frustrated, leading to still further

attempts to determine the course of events centrally.

To reverse this cycle, we believe it is necessary to create conditions that

encourage maximum initiative at the individual campus, in directions lead

ing toward publicly established objectives. A new approach to both State

funding and State governance can be used to help create these conditions.

a

Recasting the Role of the System

At present, what discussion there is about governance at the State level

is focused on extending and consolidating multicampus systems, and

achieving greater coordination of both public and private colleges. We

believe serious study should be given to the opposite point of view . What

gains (and risks) would there be in breaking up large systems? What are the

advantages of pluralism of several systems within a State ? What can be done

about reversing the trend to central control within systems?

This discussion has thus far been dominated by concern for the risks

inherent in uncoordinated activities: duplication of programs, uneven

standards, or politically embarrassing incidents. But these must be weighed

against the risks of stifled initiative, lack of differing approaches to meet

the needs of differing students or local communities, or the politicizing of

higher education.

There is obviously no simple solution to an organizational problem of this

complexity. As a minimum , every effort should be made to revise the organi

zational structure of these systems in order to provide the greatest oppor

tunity for on -campus leadership , and to minimize the interference of political

bodies with detailed operations.

One limited approach would be to establish a statewide board for higher

education and a separate board for each campus, with a careful definition of

a

a
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the powers to be exercised by each . The State board might then be charged

with the responsibility for establishing goals and standards, negotiation of

the budget with the legislature and, in turn , with each campus, and coordi

nation within the system . Each campus would also have its own board ,

responsible for governance of that campus, selection of the president, review

of programs within the statewide guidelines, etc.

In each case, the makeup of the board is crucial. Events of the last few

years have made plain the dangers of the politicizing of boards . There is a

compelling need for diversity in the method of appointment to both state

wide and campus boards, so that some members might be

Appointed by the Governor, as is generally the case now

Elected by alumni

For the campus boards, selected by appointment from the local

community

For the campus boards, selected by the statewide board .

The use of such a multiple board system might help restore autonomy

to the campus, and safeguard against the involvement of political bodies in

detailed operations. But , for its successful use, the statewide board needs the

means to assure a responsiveness to the overall goals it establishes , whether

these be greater attention to new approaches in teaching undergraduates,

new emphasis on training and research in the delivery of health care, or

reduction of the resources devoted to overcrowded fields of graduate study.

This is an area where the carrot of funding may be more effective than the

stick of direct controls.

a

State Use of Project Grants

We believe that State governments should utilize the project grant method

of funding for a significant portion of the costs of higher education . Men

tioned above is the use of the competitive project grant system as a means of

establishing new enterprises. Here, we have in mind a broader use .

To date, Federal project grants have been the most effective means of en

couraging responsiveness to changing problems in society ( and the only

means that has proven effective in ending obsolete programs). While Federal

funding has the attribute of remoteness, its main effectiveness lies in the

widespread acceptance of the project grant, obtained on a competitive basis

and terminated when its purposes are achieved .

Most State governing agencies view themselves as the owners and oper

ators of a single university organized into separate campuses, institutes ,

extension programs, etc. Funds are provided by a detailed budget negotiation

in which the central authority is one of the main participants. So far, this

approach, because of the pressures that develop both from within and with

а
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out, has done little to encourage each campus to develop its own plans for

evolving to meet the changing needs of its community. Even those statewide

authorities most determined to govern directly find it impossible to cut off a

Ph.D. program where the number of graduates exceeds any expectation of

needs.

If, instead, the State ( operating through its higher education board )

would view itself as a funding agency responding to proposals from indi

vidual campuses, flexibility and coordination could both be enhanced . Each

campus needs the assurance of a base budget, but probably at least a third

of the funding needed could be supplied on a project basis . The influence

accompanying both the base budget and the project grants would allow

State authority the necessary power to establish whatever guidelines are

desired .

Institutional Grants That Accompany Students

We also recommend that both the State and Federal governments provide

funds to the institutions ( both public and private ) in the form of grants that

accompany certain categories of students . All institutions need some flexible

funding, some means of responding to new ideas or differing circumstances.

The amount of flexible funding available is steadily declining.

Providing funding through grants accompanying students ( “ portable

grants” ) has the advantage of encouraging a sense of competition and a

willingness to change as society changes. Given some thought as to methods,

it might even serve, as noted earlier, to encourage those founding new edu

cational enterprises.

There is little chance that such grants would encourage colleges to exces

sive catering to the whims of students. There will continue to be more stu

dents than places, so that most colleges will continue in a seller's market .

Having enormous inertia, colleges and universities are hardly likely to go

overboard . Rather, the question is whether such grants will be significant

enough to effect decisionmaking. But, since present funding patterns provide

a negative incentive to campus authorities toward responsiveness and change,

even a modest positive incentive is an improvement.

A common argument we have heard is that many of the problems of the

multicampus system in encouraging new and responsive changes stem from

limitations on funding availability. But the trend toward centralization and

bureaucracy became evident during the 1960's, when State and Federal

funding grew at the greatest rate ever. We believe that the time to reverse

the present trend toward centralization is now or the chance will be lost for

a long time.
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Expanded Noncollege Opportunities

The most cursory discussion with students forces one to recognize that

many are in college simply for the lack of something else to do . We believe

that there must be expanded opportunity for the young to engage in mean

ingful tasks outside college.

Many who enter college or who can earn a bachelor's degree and go on

to graduate study are encouraged to do so by social pressure or the fear that

their opportunity is perishable. We have proposed that both they and the

colleges would be better off if they were to spend time engaged in society

until they were ready to learn . College is not the only place to learn how to

think, to participate, and to accomplish .

But a major inhibition is that most students assume there are few mean

ingful opportunities for young people. This is not to say that jobs are not

available — after all, the majority of students who enter college drop out and

are absorbed in the job market . Rather it is, first, that the perception exists

among students that no jobs exist and, second, that most jobs available to

the young are dull and unchallenging. A widespread belief among students

is that the lack of jobs for the young is a result of an automated economy that

can no longer use their services (despite the absorption over the last decade

of far greater numbers of those with lesser skills than the average college

student) . Ironically, many see the determined and costly efforts of American

society to expand college opportunity as an establishment plan designed to

hold students off the job market.

But what jobs are available are generally pedestrian in nature and a gross

underestimation of what the young can do. Almost all employers view a

bachelor's degree as some sort of minimum credential indicating ability to

think or do.

These problems are compounded for a group of students — those in

terested in opportunities that involve social problem -solving. A growing

number of young people, including many of the best students, are less at

tracted by the idea of working for a living than they are by the idea of

doing something socially useful. They frequently view the early years of

their lives as the time to dedicate to social reform before settling in to a

career.

In proposing new opportunities for the young, most thought has turned

toward design of nationally run programs— from some form of national

service to new versions of volunteer agencies such as the Peace Corps or

VISTA, e.g., an ecology corps or the new Conservation Corps. We be

lieve such programs have inherent difficulties:

There is a basic conflict as to whether the program is to help the

volunteer or the target group.
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There is a question whether the program should attract students

from selective or nonselective institutions— those socially motivated

from the middle class or those job hungry from the less advantaged.

As national programs age, they become bureaucratic and less appealing

to the young

Volunteers, particularly in social problem -solving programs, want to

engage in political action, which agencies want to avoid .

Therefore, we recommend that efforts to expand noncollege opportunities

be directed away from large, federally run programs into two other areas.

The greatest opportunity lies in the restructuring of the existing tasks

within industry and government ( and even the university ) so as to eliminate

artificial barriers and utilize the talents of youth through :

Part - time hiring, eliminating the idea that only the two ends of the

skill spectrum can work part-time, professionals as consultants and the

unskilled as hourly labor

Internship programs that operate year round rather than just during

the summer, so that real tasks can be assigned rather than make

work

Apprenticeship programs that utilize an old concept for new tasks in

all types of jobs — white -collar, blue-collar, professional

Review of credential requirements, as has been done in the drive to

encourage minority employment but on a broader scale

Joint work- study scholarships, where the student obligates himself

to his employer for 2 or 3 years in return for financial aid .

The second opportunity lies in the encouragement of the growing num

ber of attempts to develop indigenous voluntary organizations devoted to

social problem-solving. We believe that Federal funds would be better

spent through the establishment of an agency or foundation designed to

aid these organizations than by the operation of large Federal youth pro

grams. Such an agency might provide modest grants to selected programs

that utilize young people .

Many of the problems noted above would thus be minimized or eliminated,

motivation increased, and costs and political risks reduced . As new social

concerns became institutionalized, Federal funding could move on to new

organizations at the cutting edge of society's problems.

With more attractive opportunities ontside the academic world, fewer

young people would enter college simply for lack of a better alternative.

H

a

Diversifying the Faculty

Most students entering higher education today are not academically ori

ented . Yet the professors who teach these students are increasingly the I
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products of a single narrow form of graduate education . Whereas the need

is for individuals of broad experience and ability , those in faculty posi

tions are increasingly graduate Ph . D.'s oriented toward scholarship, not

teaching; toward departments and disciplines, not the choices students face;

toward theory and explanation , not concrete problem-solving.

A first course of action is for colleges and universities to leaven their facul

ties with practitioners who are outstanding in their jobs, and eager to bring

ingenuity to bear on transmitting their own knowledge and confidence . In

the prestigious institutions, such individuals are occasionally brought in

and held at a distance — as guest lecturers. We believe that they should be

given full status within the institution . In less selected 4 -year colleges and

community colleges, where scholarly interest cannot be assumed on the

part of students, such individuals should play a large part in making de

cisions about the shape of the educational program .

A great many changes in current practice will have to be made in order

for such recruitment to become normal and accepted . It will not be easy

to find the kind of motivated individuals outside the system who will have

the requisite talents for the teaching task . This is not only because they will

be scarce in some fields, but also because mechanisms do not now exist for

their recruitment. We believe the following steps will help :

The exemption of special chairs and other categories of positions from

the usual academic criteria for recruitment

Part-time arrangements for teaching faculty and flexible scheduling,

e.g. , to permit evening and Saturday courses, so that practitioners will

be able to combine teaching with other responsibilities

Forthright resistance to standardized work rules, undifferentiated pay

scales, and other practices which reduce the flexibility of institutions

to hire different kinds of faculty members and involve them in different

ways in the teaching process

A revision of standard tenure policies, leading toward short-term con

tracts for at least some categories of faculty positions.

We also believe that the flow of talent should go the other way as well

that faculties now in institutions should be encouraged to gain outside

experience. The effect of the present arrangements is that young faculty

who want to , dare not, while older faculty, who can, no longer wish to .

A young faculty member dare not lose his place in the line for tenure or

fail to publish the additional work on which it may depend . By the time

that hurdle is passed and a leave of absence would be without risk, scholarly

habits and associations fill his universe.

The chief obstacle to enriching the nonacademic experience among faculty

will be the resistance of the current generation of faculty members. Moves

a
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in this direction will violate some of their deepest convictions. They have

fought hard for the advantages and standards of professionalism from the

beginning of their own graduate training. For any serious change to take

place in undergraduate education, there must be change in the graduate

schools which train the undergraduate teachers.

Here the best hope is a new generation of graduate students. If tomorrow's

teachers have broken the lockstep between college and graduate school,

they will have a far better perspective on the kind of training needed in order

to become effective college teachers. They will seek admission to graduate

programs which take seriously the potential of task -oriented projects, intern

ships, and actual teaching experience for learning what a college teacher

needs to know.

The kind of graduate program these students are likely to demand might

well run counter to two reforms of graduate education now being widely

urged :

First, programs to shorten the doctorate are urged as a correction to

the tendency of many graduate students to prolong their studies indefi

nitely, for reasons cited elsewhere in this report. We accept the view

that graduate education should not be prolonged without necessity, but

we also believe that, to obtain the right combination of experience to

prepare for college teaching, some graduate programs might require

added periods of time.

Second, it has been urged that a Doctor of Arts degree be awarded on

the basis of graduate work short of the dissertation . If this teaching

degree involves no other change but removing this one task -oriented

part of the typical Ph. D. program , the change would be in diametrically

the wrong direction. What is needed are more projects which focus all

of the competence of the student on a given task, not fewer.

If graduate students in the future have the experience and perspective to

demand less exclusively academic programs, they can transform graduate

education — if they are also given the means to make their demands felt. As

we have noted elsewhere, a promising way to make higher education con

tinuously responsive to changing social needs and purposes is for the student

to carry with him a scholarship or fellowship and a cost-of-education grant

to the institution of his choice . Under such an arrangement, new graduate

programs could pay their own way by attracting students in search of less

standardized graduate training. Graduate education is, even now , the best

place to start some serious experiments based on this model of institutional

responsiveness.

a
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Next Steps in Minority Education

Almost every adverse condition that is discussed in this report - particu

larly the professionalization of learning, the homogenization of institutions

and the overreliance on credentials - bears most heavily on minorities . Con

sequently, the recommended new directions — for new educational enter

prises, resources for off-campus education, diversified faculty, a new view of

professional education — are all the more urgent in meeting the specific needs

of minority students.

But specific additional steps are also needed . First, we must clear away

the confusion that exists. The Nation has made a recent crucial commit

ment to the entry of minority students to all levels of higher education in

all areas of the country. Despite the importance of this commitment, the

radical change from past practices, and the strong feelings engendered,

little effort has been made to evaluate the results to date. As a consequence,

the subject is surrounded by misunderstandings.

We believe the public cannot afford to evaluate this effort in rhetorical

terms alone. Therefore, the next steps must include :

widespread dissemination of the modest amount of information now

available on the numbers of minority students enrolled, their persis

tence, and their academic performance

an immediate effort to collect much more data, to evaluate what

practices have been effective and what have not, to estimate the true

costs to both students and institutions, and to develop more effective

programs

because of the intense feelings surrounding this subject which inhibit

clear understanding, a major national study of minority participation

in higher education and its impact.

From our study, we came to see several important directions. First, com

munity colleges should be viewed as an important, but not as the sole, ave

nue of entry to higher education for minority students . Dropout rates for all

students at these colleges are high, and the climate of low expectation under

mines the confidence of many minority students in their academic abilities .

The value of the Associate of Arts credential is yet unproven. Moreover,

minority enrollment all across the spectrum of colleges and universities is

important not only because of higher persistence rates of minority students at

4-year colleges, but because of their need for improved access to graduate

schools and to fuller participation in American life generally.

Second, most minority-student programs, through recruiting, tutoring,

counseling, etc. , attempt to adapt the minority student to conventional col

leges. More ingenuity and effort must go into experimenting with varying

forms of education that adapt college to the minority student. New kinds of
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inner-city institutions must be created, with special curriculum and faculty.

One potential new approach to supplement conventional colleges may be

greater use of television coupled with neighborhood tutoring centers as de

scribed above.

Finally, the Nation and its leaders must have the courage to make a real

istic and publicly stated recommitment to broadly based minority education .

Now that we have 5 years of experience, the initial moral fervor has died

away and the obstacles, costs, and resentment are fully visible. The public

is under the impression that more has been invested with less result than is

really the case. We are convinced that the returns on the investment made

so far are greater than that for comparable investments in educational op

portunities for students in general. It is time to build on our experience to

date and move forward to broader and more effective programs.

Achieving Equality for Women

We recommend a national effort to broaden and diversify the participa

tion of women in higher education and to make higher education more

responsive to women's needs.

The first and clearest course of action is to end all discrimination on

grounds of sex :

Women should be admitted to all levels of academic study in all fields

on an equal basis with men.

Women should receive equal pay for equal faculty rank and be con

sidered for promotion and tenure on the same basis as male faculty

members. Endowed chairs should be available to women as well as men.

Given past discrimination, there must be an affirmative effort — not

merely neutrality — to recruit talented women for graduate schools,

higher faculty and administrative positions, and boards of trustees.

Women's rights have become a national issue . Consciousness of the extent

of discrimination is increasing. Yet our study found that discrimination

against women , in contrast to that against minorities, is still overt and

socially acceptable within the academic community. We conclude, there

fore, that Federal and State governments have a particularly important role

to play. Governmental leadership is needed in publicizing information con

cerning the extent of discrimination . Governmental programs, such as fel

lowships to students and contracts with institutions, are important vehicles

for ending discrimination and should be vigorously employed.

A second course of needed action is to undertake reforms and innovations

which will remove the barriers to women which are built into the institutional

structure of higher education :
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Requirements for residency, full-time enrollment, credit transfers an

the like should be overhauled to accommodate the needs of many wome

for flexible scheduling.

Student aid programs and credit arrangements — which are often ac

ministered to conform to the requirements mentioned above - must

similarly be redesigned with the needs of women in mind.

Facilities should be provided which give recognition to the elementary

fact that a woman is not a female bachelor. The establishment of child

care centers is perhaps the most important practical step to be taken ,

but other facilities such as access to housing arrangements and health

services are needed .

Many of the institutional innovations which we discuss elsewhere in the

report are particularly important to improving the prospects for women .

Women's rights advocates have tended to focus their attention on the

discriminatory aspects of the existing system of higher education . Yet if

new institutions and new programs could be created ( such as those described

above ), many of the existing structural barriers themselves could be elimi

nated as obstacles to participation. Home- and community-based programs

and a respected system of equivalency examinations and degree-granting

institutions could make it possible for more women to resolve the conflict

between their roles as wives and mothers and their aspirations for intellectual

and social development outside the family .

There is, finally, a third course of action required of higher education : to

lead the effort to understand and rethink the role of women in American

society. Achieving equality for women involves not only specific institutional

changes, but also subtle but fundamental changes in attitudes. Because of

the leverage they exert on all of society, colleges and universities have a

greater responsibility than other institutions to play an exemplary and

leadership role.

We believe that colleges and universities should consider introducing

courses or programs in female studies as a way to combat the myths and

stereotypes about women . Beyond this, the overall curriculum should be re

viewed in terms of its relevance to women. Rather than the usual program

which progresses from generalized courses to a major field and then to

professional training, we believe that many women would benefit more from

a program that offered career - oriented training from the beginning. Women

could then combine work or the pursuit of a career with raising children ,

and could return later for additional study in more general liberal-arts areas.

Colleges and universities must also seriously consider the unconscious

social, as well as educational, functions they provide for women. If young

girls in college are seeking not only knowledge but a meaningful social life

outside the home and neighborhood , if housewives returning to school desire

a
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involvement in something outside the family as much as the contents of a

particular course , then programs should not be designed merely to serve

the overt interests of women in furthering their education .

The distress which now afflicts so many American women will only be

alleviated when they are able to perceive themselves, and to act, as complete

human beings with a wide range of acceptable social objectives open to

them . Whatever choice a woman makes—whether to focus on her role as

wife and mother, or to pursue a career, or to combine the two — she will be

able to do so with the confidence that she, not society, is controlling her own

life .

Reviving Institutional Missions

a

Again and again , in the identification of problems and discussion of

responses appropriate to them , our Task Force has arrived at the same con

clusion — the time has come for a determined effort to strengthen and differ

entiate the missions of our higher education institutions.

The pressures on institutions that have led to the steady diffusion of their

missions are numerous — and overwhelming:

The shifting social and financial base for higher education has under

mined support for institutions concerned with the particular needs and

interests of any one group.

Academically trained faculties have brought to nearly all undergraduate

institutions a uniform organization and mode of teaching.

Enrollment pressures have greatly increased the size of individual

institutions.

Pressures from many sources have increased the range of operations

that institutions perform .

The Federal Government has encouraged many universities to become

huge conglomerates, operating laboratories and other projects only

tangentially related to teaching and research.

State governments have assigned roles to whole classes of institutions in

an effort to systemize the provision of higher education throughout

the State.

In addition to these pressures, the diffusion of institutional missions has

occurred because so few people have challenged the basic direction in which

higher education has been heading. The public has assumed that the needs

of students for educational choices can be satisfied through comprehensive

and complex institutions which offer a range of courses of instruction — with

out asking whether the institutions themselves have to be diverse before

students will have meaningful options. The affluence of higher education
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in the decades of the 1950's and 1960's eliminated the necessity of institu

tions to ask themselves tough questions about where they are going and

what they do best.

There are enormous costs built in to the present direction — costs to the

students whose needs cannot be met by large, rootless institutions ; to the

faculties and administrators who no longer feel part of an ongoing enterprise ;

and to the American society, which is less and less able to hold higher educa

tion institutions accountable for specific tasks, and less and less enriched

by diverse institutions pursuing their own visions of excellence.

Eliminating Peripheral Activities

The first course of action is for universities to free themselves from re

sponsibilities which are clearly unrelated to their purposes as educational

institutions. Some colleges have made commitments which stretch beyond

their educational mission, but it is primarily universities which have under

taken to manage activities which are only marginally related to their reason

for being - government laboratories, low -cost housing projects, publishing

companies, etc. Each of these satellite enterprises requires the time and com

mitment of the institution's top policy -making and management staff — a

resource that today the university can ill afford to devote to what are really

nonuniversity problems.

For some institutions, the problems of disengagement and reorganization

will be severe, since the peripheral operations they run provide a major

source of revenue. Hence, ways must be sought to cushion the effects of the

change. We believe that governmental aid should be provided to facilitate the

transition of such activities to new authorities.

-а

Focusing on Educational Missions

A second course of needed action is for all higher-education institutions to

reexamine their academic programs in the light of their goals and aspirations.

We are unimpressed with the sterile discussion of the past as to whether an

institution should orient itself to teaching, research , or public service . These,

after all, are not ends in themselves, but activities which may be pursued

alone or combined in various ways to achieve a given institutional mission.

An institution devoted to scholarship in the biological sciences has little

reason to pursue public -service activities , and might well decide not to

engage in teaching. Another institution devoted to urban affairs might effec

tively combine basic and applied research with teaching, the education of the

disadvantaged, and an extensive program of community service. What it

should not have is a graduate department of physiology.

Similarly, the separate divisions of higher education into chronological

layers — lower division, upper division, graduate, performed by separate
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classes of institutions, should not be viewed as separate institutional missions,

for all remain general-purpose organizations. Rather, layering is essentially

an administrative convenience which places constraints on the kinds of mis

sions which institutions may select.

The selection of an institution's basic educational mission must come from

within—and be permitted, and encouraged, from without. The fiscal squeeze

of the past few years has at least had some beneficial effects : in the process

of retrenchment, institutions have been forced to focus on those areas they

want to preserve and expand. ( At least one major university is considering

entering into informal agreements with other universities about dividing re

sponsibilities for the development of certain fields, and swapping depart

ments in order to strengthen areas of excellence. ) But encouragement must

come in other ways and from many parties — governments and foundations,

especially. It can come in the form of not imposing new responsibilities on

educational institutions, as well as assisting them to develop excellence in

particular endeavors.

New Institutions for Special Missions

There are limits to the extent to which existing, general-purpose colleges

and universities can devote themselves to the missions which must be
per

formed in American education . We therefore believe that foundations and

public authorities must assist in the founding of new , special-purpose

institutions.

There are a number of educational missions which society now requires.

Throughout this report, examples are suggested. In addition , two stand out

as needing the particular focus which new institutions can bring : professional

training and scholarly research .

1. Professional training. The rigid and uniform structure of higher educa

tion has prevented the dynamic development and adaptation of training for

the professions. For an increasing number of professions, a student must

complete 4 years of liberal arts education in order to enter a professional

school such as law , medicine, or social work . Once in, he must pursue courses

of study which are often unrelated to the practical requirements of his

profession, and that frequently make him less interested in the people whom

his profession serves. This long academic road often fails to engage students

in their work, or to show them the relevance of their studies to their career

aspirations.

We therefore recommend the creation of professional institutes devoted to

human service, which will serve two broad goals: to begin professional

training during the 1st year of college ; and to reflect a new emphasis on

training for human service. These innovations will require a number of new

operating policies affecting the content and structure of the curriculums,
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the role of the faculty, and present methods of evaluation and certification .

Most significantly, their success will depend on genuine integration of theory

and practice which can best be achieved by work-study arrangements .

2. Scholarly research . Our country and the rest of the world is enormously

dependent upon scholarly research, not only in the physical sciences but, in

creasingly, in the social sciences and humanities as well. Yet our national

research effort takes place in a setting which, for some scholars, is far from

desirable. Most researchers want the excitement and variety of exposure

to colleagues of many disciplines, or to undergraduates. But not all do. Some

fundamental research lends itself poorly to the present multidimensional

university

To improve the quality of research and to diversify higher education , we

believe that research universities should be created which would be devoted

to the generation of new knowledge and to specialized graduate education.

We conceive of these not as research institutes but as genuine universities

covering many fields of knowledge. They would not be a replacement for the

traditional university but an additional alternative, attractive to some schol

ars and graduate students, annoyed by the diversions of football teams and

campus newspapers, not to others. There is no reason why all scholars

must conduct research or graduate training in a common environment.

There should not be a single order of excellence in higher education . We

need a variety of institutions, each excellent in its own appointed mission .

a

Problems in Search of New Directions

The hardest job for any task force is the identification of the key problems.

In this report, we have tried to identify and analyze those problems that lie

behind the conventional assumptions. If our analyses are correct, there is a

compelling need for major changes in the structure of higher education .

As certain problems emerged from the evidence, we began to see how

they interlocked with one another. The overreliance on credentials reinforces

the academic lockstep, which in turn leads to an isolation of students and

faculty. The professionalization of faculty asserts a strong pressure toward

the homogenization of institutions, which in turn is reinforced by the growth

of bureaucracy.

Many of the problems, once identified, suggested certain changes in direc

tion. These changes will also reinforce one another. Strengthening campus

autonomy will help some colleges move toward strong individual missions.

Expanding noncollege opportunities will help to break the lockstep, and

these opportunities can become a more viable alternative to college if new

resources for off-campus education are provided .

In some cases we have proposed a specific program or institution — such

as the regional examining university or the professional institute — which we

421-636 0 - 71 - 4
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believe responds to a set of related problems. In other cases, we have proposed

only general directions for change. For example :

The illegitimacy of cost effectiveness. We have found that institutions

under financial pressures often respond only by cutting expenditures

in the easiest ways, rather than making choices according to the rela

tive merits of academic programs or the most cost- effective approaches

to teaching

It is apparent that with multimillion-dollar budgets and a growing ques

tioning by the public, higher education can no longer afford the luxury of

avoiding consideration of how effectively it uses its resources . How can skill

in resource utilization become a factor in the system of academic rewards?

The challenging intellectual task of find more effective learning patterns

by better utilization of resources must become a legitimate campus concern .

Graduate education . When the requirements of society have coincided

with the interest of faculties, the results have been striking — as in the

post-Sputnik development of graduate education in the physical sci

ences. But when these two interests have been less compatible, as in

the development of programs to train new types of professionals for

the delivery of health care, the results have been disappointing.

What mechanisms can be established that will make graduate education

more responsive ?

Overreliance on academic degrees as credentials. As college attendance

has become more common, the use of the college degree as a creden

tial has not died out, but has instead escalated, with new demands for

advanced degrees and even postdoctoral study. While credentials serve

a useful role, the present overemphasis is distorting the college

experience.

How can students be freed from the infatuation of American society with

the form rather than the substance of learning ?

The main value of suggestions from any task force is the debate they

stimulate . If these problems can be accepted as legitimate subjects of con

cern, then we believe society will find the talent and energy to produce

solutions .

The time is critical for change . The present mood of uncertainty presents

opportunities not likely to occur again for many years. Higher education is

still more flexible than secondary and elementary education . But the adapta

bility of higher education will not last forever.
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3
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2. See works by James D. Koerner and William Selden .
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Office of Research, American Council on Education , vol . 5 , no . 5, 1970 .
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College Curriculum .” Mr. Ward is with the Ford Foundation .
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Washington , 1970.
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p.57.
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Health, Education, and Welfare, Office of Education, Washington, 1960 ; Eugene
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Education , National Center for Health Statistics, Washington, 1970 .
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California, Samuel Gould as Chancellor of the State University of New York,

and Roger Heyns at both the University of Michigan and the University of

California. On the cluster college concept see Jerry G. Gaff, editor, The Cluster>
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College, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1970 ; Warren Martin, Alternative to Irrele

vance : A Strategy for Reform in Higher Education , Abingdon Press, Nashville,

1968 ; “ Innovative and Experimental Colleges, ” Encyclopedia of Education ( in
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Quality and Student Protest : An Empirical Study, ” American Sociological

Review, October, 1969.
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institutions are to be found in Strengthening Private Education in Illinois : A

Report on the State's Role, Illinois Board of Higher Education , March 1969,

and in New York State and Private Higher Education : Report of the Select

Committee on the Future of Private and Independent Higher Education, Janu
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Bowen, op. cit.
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Billion in State Funds,” The Chronicle of Higher Education, October 12, 1970 .

6. Information from the Office of the Chancellor, California State Colleges, Los
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in the summer of 1970, President Hitch of the University of California laid
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Universities and Black Americans : An Inquiry Into Desegregation and Equity
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Ford Foundation ; Alan E. Bayer and Robert F. Boruch, The Black Student in
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J. McGrath, The Predominantly Negre Colleges and Universities in Transition,
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A Policy Study, Bureau of Social Science Research, Washington, D.C. March

1970, pp. III- B – 57, 58. Their source of data is Bayer and Boruch, op. cit .
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18. Frank S. Endicott ( Trends in Employment of College and University Graduates,

Northwestern University, 1970, p. 5 ) provides the following data :
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Expected salaries for June 1970 college graduates by sex and selectedfield

Average monthly

salary

9

C

ty

Field

Women Men

TE2

Accounting..

Chemistry ..

Economics, finance .

Engineering..

Liberal arts .

Mathematics.

$746

765

700

844

631

746

$832

806

718

872

688

773
Etion

1964

data,

Office

19. Salaries in Higher Education 1965-66 , National Education Association Research

Report 1966 R - 2, February 1966 , pp. 3–4.

20. Trends in Educational Attainmentof Women, op. cit . , p . 16 ; Digest of Educational

Statistics, op. cit ., p . 78 .

21. Fact Sheet on the Earnings Gap, U.S. Department of Labor, Women's Bureau,

Washington, 1970, p. 1 .

22. Ruth Oltman, Campus 1970, Where Do Women Stand ? Research Report of a

Survey on Women in Academe, American Association of University Women ,

Washington , 1970, p. 17 .

23. Quoted in Time, November 3, 1961 , p. 68 .

24. Ellen and Kenneth Kenniston , “ An American Anachronism : The Image of

Women and Work,” American Scholar, vol. 33 , no. 3 , Summer 1969 , pp . 355–75 ;

Patricia Graham , “Women in Academe, ” Science, vol. 169, Sept. 25, 1970, pp.

1285–86 .

25. Alice S. Rossi, “ Equality between the Sexes,” Daedalus, Spring 1964, p. 623.
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12. Everybody's Answer : The Community College
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1. Jack C. Gernhert, “ An Analysis, ” Junior College Directory, 1969, American

Association of Junior Colleges, Washington, 1969, pp. 6–7 ; Carnegie Commis

sion on Higher Education, The Open Door Colleges, McGraw-Hill, New York,

1970. The American Association of Junior Colleges predicts that, by 1975,

almost 4 million students will be enrolled in 1225 2-year institutions. See

Junior College Directory, 1970, American Association of Junior Colleges, Wash

ington , 1970 .

2. The Open Door Colleges, op. cit . , p . 39.

3. Ibid ., pp. 12, 26–27.

4. Marjorie O. Chandler, Opening Fall Enrollment in Higher Education : Part

4 - Summary Data, 1968. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel

fare, Office of Education , National Center for Educational Statistics, Washington,

1969, p. 12 .

5. William Morsh, Seven State Systems of Community Colleges: California, Florida ,

Illinois, Michigan , New York, Texas, Washington . A report to the Office of
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Education prepared under contract by the Bureau of Social Science Research,

Washington, 1970.

6. Eleanor P. Godfred , A Study of Community Colleges and Vocational Training

Centers. An unpublished report to the Office of Education prepared under

contract by the Bureau of Social Science Research , Washington, 1970.

Christopher Jencks and David Riesman ( The Academic Revolution, Garden

City, N.Y. , 1967 , p. 487 ) depict student attitude in this regard , and also cite

figures on transfer program enrollment. Data on the educational aspirations of

junior college students can also be found in National Norms for Entering Col

lege Freshmen - Fall 1969, American Council on Education, Office of Research,

1969, p . 36. Those students who do transfer to a 4-year institution are less likely

to persist than students who spent their 1st 2 years there ( James W. Trent and

Leland Medsker, Beyond High School, San Francisco, 1968, p. 89 ) .

7. This regimentation of junior college format and standards goes hand in hand

with the sorting function . Eugene Lee and Frank Bowen ( The Governance of

the Multicam pus University, University of California, Berkeley, mimeo , draft,

1970, pp. 38–39 ) predict increasing coordination of junior colleges by universities

to this end . For a description of faculty reinforcement of the traditional academic

format in junior colleges , see Jencks and Riesman , op. cit . , pp. 487–88.

8. Clark Kerr favored this function of junior colleges in our conversation with

him . Not surprisingly, the Master Plan of the California multicampus system

( which has served as a model for similar systems) reflects this view ( cf.

Feasibility and Desirability of Eliminating Lower Division Programs at Selected

Campuses, Coordinating Council for Higher Education, University of Califor

nia, mimeo , January 1967, p. 42 ) . Riesman and Jencks observe that junior col

leges in general serve to channel off the "marginal” students ( op. cit ., p . 491 ) ,

and William Birenbaum also notes this "filtering " process ( A Time for Recon

struction, Inaugural Address at Staten Island Community College, mimeo, Sep

tember 30, 1969, p . 3 ) . In this context, one should note the prediction by Joseph

Cosano that, by 1980 , community colleges and technical institutes will be

entirely responsible for providing the first 2 years of college, with 4 -year colleges

and universities concentrating on upper division and graduate work ( “ The Com

munity College in 1980 , " Campus 1980, Alvin Eurich , ed ., New York , 1968,

n 37 ) .

9. Spiro T. Agnew voiced representative arguments for the channeling of minorities

into junior colleges in a speech on April 13 , 1970 entitled " Toward a 'Middle

way' in College Admissions, ” preprinted in Educational Record, Spring 1970,

pp. 106–11 . See our section above on “ The Unfinished Experiment in Minority

Education ."

10. Junior College Directory, 1969, The American Association of Junior Colleges,

Washington, 1969.

11. Unpublished data from Godfred , op . cit .
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